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SUPERTROPICAL MONOIDS:
BASICS, CANONICAL FACTORIZATION,
AND LIFTING GHOSTS TO TANGIBLES
ZUR IZHAKIAN, MANFRED KNEBUSCH, AND LOUIS ROWEN
Abstract. Supertropical monoids are a structure slightly more general than the supertrop-
ical semirings, which have been introduced and used by the first and the third authors for
refinements of tropical geometry and matrix theory in [IR1]–[IR5], and then studied by us
in a systematic way in [IKR1]–[IKR3] in connection with “supervaluations”.
In the present paper we establish a category STROPm of supertropical monoids by choos-
ing as morphisms the “transmissions”, defined in the same way as done in [IKR1] for su-
pertropical semirings. The previously investigated category STROP of supertropical semir-
ings is a full subcategory of STROPm . Moreover, there is associated to every supertropical
monoid V a supertropical semiring pV in a canonical way.
A central problem in [IKR1]–[IKR3] has been to find for a supertropical semiring U the
quotient U{E by a “TE-relation”, which is a certain kind of equivalence relation on the
set U compatible with multiplication (cf. [IKR2, Definition 4.5]). It turns out that this
quotient always exists in STROPm. In the good case, that U{E is a supertropical semiring,
this is also the right quotient in STROP . Otherwise, analyzing pU{Eq^, we obtain a mild
modification of E to a TE-relation E1 such that U{E1  pU{Eq^ in STROP .
In this way we now can solve various problems left open in [IKR1], [IKR2] and gain further
insight into the structure of transmissions and supervaluations. Via supertropical monoids
we also obtain new results on totally ordered supervaluations and monotone transmissions
studied in [IKR3].
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Introduction
To a large extent the algebra underpinning present day tropical geometry is based on the
notion of a (commutative) bipotent semiring. Such a semiring M is a totally ordered
monoid under multiplication with smallest element 0, the addition being given by x   y 
maxpx, yq, cf. [IKR1, §1] for details. In logarithmic notation, which most often is used
in tropical geometry, bipotent semirings appear as totally ordered additive monoids with
absorbing element 8. The primordial object here is the bipotent semifield T pRq  R Y
t8u, cf. e.g. [IMS, §1.5].
In [I] the first author introduced a cover of T pRq, graded by the multiplicative monoid
pZ2,  q, which was dubbed the extended tropical arithmetic. Then, in [IR1] and [IR2], this
structure has been amplified to the notion of a supertropical semiring. A supertropical
semiring U is equipped with a “ghost map” ν : νU : U Ñ U , which respects addition and
multiplication and is idempotent, i.e., ν  ν  ν. Moreover, in this semiring a  a  νpaq for
every a P U (cf. [IKR3, §3]). This rule replaces the rule a  a  a taking place in the usual
max-plus (or min-plus) arithmetic. We call νpaq the “ghost” of a and we term the elements
of U , which are not ghosts, “tangible”. (The element 0 is regarded both as tangible and
ghost.) U then carries a multiplicative idempotent e  e2 such that νpaq  ea for every
a P U . The image eU of the ghost map, called the ghost ideal of U , is itself a bipotent
semiring.
Supertropical semirings allow a refinement of valuation theory to a theory of “supervalua-
tions”, the basics of which can be found in [IKR1]-[IKR3]. Supervaluations seem to be able
to provide an enriched version of tropical geometry, cf. [IKR1, §9. §11] and [IR1]. We recall
the initial definitions.
Anm-valuation (= monoid valuation) on a semiring R is a multiplicative map v : RÑM
to a bipotent semiring M with vp0q  0, vp1q  1, and
vpx  yq ¤ vpxq   vpyq r maxpvpxq, vpyqqs,
cf. [IKR1, §2]. We call v a valuation if in addition the semiring M is cancellative, by
which we mean that Mzt0u is closed under multiplication and is a cancellative monoid in
the usual sense. If R happens to be a (commutative) ring, these valuations coincide with the
valuations of rings defined by Bourbaki [B] (except that we switched from additive notation
there to multiplicative notation here).
Given an m-valuation v : R Ñ M there exist multiplicative mappings ϕ : R Ñ U into
various supertropical semirings U with ϕp0q  0, ϕp1q  1, such that M is the ghost ideal
of U and νU  ϕ  v. These are the supervaluations covering v, cf. [IKR1, §4].
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The supervaluations lead us to the “right” class of maps between supertropical semirings
U , V which we have to admit as morphisms to obtain the category STROP of supertropical
semirings (formally introduced in [IKR2, §1]). These are the “transmissions”. A trans-
mission α : U Ñ V is a multiplicative map with αp0q  0, αp1q  1, αpeUq  eV , whose
restriction γ : eU Ñ eV to the ghost ideals is a semiring homomorphism. It turned out in
[IKR1, §5] that the transmissions from U to V are those maps α : U Ñ V such that for
every supervaluation ϕ : RÑ U the map α  ϕ : RÑ V is again a supervaluation.
Every semiring homomorphism α : U Ñ V is a transmission, but there also exist transmis-
sions which do not respect addition. This causes a major difficulty for working in STROP . A
large part of the papers [IKR1], [IKR2] has been devoted to constructing various equivalence
relations E on a supertropical semiring U such that the map piE : U Ñ U{E, which sends
each x P U to its E-equivalence class rxsE, induces the structure of a supertropical semiring
on the set U{E which makes piE a transmission. We call such an equivalence relation E
transmissive.
It seems difficult to characterize transmissive equivalence relations in an axiomatic way. In
[IKR2, Proposition 4.4] three axioms TE1–TE3 have been provided, which obviously have to
hold, but then, adding a fourth axiom, we only characterized those transmissive equivalence
relations on U , where the ghost ideal of U{E is cancellative [IKR2, Theorem 4.5]. Dubbing
the equivalence relations obeying axioms TE1–TE3 “TE-relations”, we had to leave the
following problem open in general:
pq When is a TE-relation E on a supertropical semiring U transmissive?
The problem seems to be relevant since there exist natural classes of m-valuations
v : RÑM, where the bipotent semiring M has no reason to be cancellative, cf. [IKR3, §1].
For R a ring such m-valuations already appeared in the work of Harrison–Vitulli [HV] and
D. Zhang [Z].
The present paper gives a solution to the problem pq just described. We introduce a
new category STROPm containing the category STROP of supertropical semirings as a full
subcategory. The objects of STROPm, called “supertropical monoids”, are multiplicative
monoids U with an absorbing element 0, an idempotent e P U, and a total ordering on the
monoid eU, which makes eU a bipotent semiring.
In a supertropical monoid it is natural to speak about tangibles and ghosts in the same
way as in supertropical semirings. Every supertropical semiring can be regarded as a su-
pertropical monoid, of course. Conversely, since addition in a supertropical semiring U is
determined by multiplication and the idempotent e (cf. [IKR3, Theorem 3.11]), we can turn
a supertropical monoid U into a supertropical semiring in at most one way, and then say
that U “is” a supertropical semiring. If U and V are supertropical monoids, the definition of
a transmission α : U Ñ V , as given above for U , V supertropical semirings, still makes sense,
and these “transmissions” between supertropical monoids (cf. Definition 1.5) are taken as
the morphisms in the category STROPm.
The axioms TE1–TE3 mentioned above also make perfect sense for an equivalence rela-
tion E on a supertropical monoid U (cf. Definition 1.7 below). Thus, such a relation E
will again be called a TE-relation. But we have the important new fact that for a TE-
relation E on a supertropical monoid U the quotient U{E always exists in the category
STROPm. More precisely, the set U{E can be equipped with the structure of a supertrop-
ical monoid in a unique way, such that the map piE is a transmission (cf. Theorem 1.8
below).
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The solution of the problem pq from above now reads as follows (Scholium 1.12 below):
If U is a supertropical semiring and E is a TE-relation on U , then E is transmissive iff the
quotient U{E in STROPm is a supertropical semiring.
We will provide a necessary and sufficient condition that a given supertropical monoid U
is a supertropical semiring (Theorem 1.2 below). From this criterion it is immediate that U
is such a semiring if the bipotent semiring U is cancellative, but there also are other cases,
where this holds.
A bipotent semiring M may be viewed as a supertropical semiring, all of whose elements
are ghosts. (This is the case 1  e.) Thus the category STROPm {M of supertropical monoids
over M may be viewed as the category of supertropical monoids U with a fixed ghost ideal
eU  M. Then the morphisms of STROPm {M are the transmissions α : U Ñ V with
αpxq  x for all x P M. We call the surjective transmissions over M fiber contractions
(over M), as we did for supertropical semirings [IKR1, §6]. We note in passing that if
α : U ։ V is a fiber contraction and U is a supertropical semiring, then V is again a
supertropical semiring (cf. Theorem 1.6 below), and α is a semiring homomorphism [IKR1,
Propoistion 5.10.iii].
It turns out that for every supertropical monoid U there exists a fiber contraction σU :
U Ñ pU with pU a supertropical semiring, called the supertropical semiring associated
to U , such that every fiber contraction α : U ։ V factors through σU (in a unique way),
α  β  σU with β : pU Ñ V again a fiber contraction. In more elaborate terms, STROP {M
is a full reflective subcategory of STROPm {M , cf. [F, p. 79], [FS, 1.813].
The reflections σU : U Ñ pU turn out to be useful for solving problems of universal
nature for supertropical semirings and supervaluations. The strategy is, first to solve such a
problem in STROPm, which often is easy, and then to employ reflections to obtain a solution
in STROP . Major instances for this are provided by Theorems 4.6 and 7.9 below.
A large part of the paper is devoted to the factorization of transmissions into appropriately
defined “basic” transmissions. Let α : U ։ V be a surjective transmission with U, V
supertropical monoids, and let αν : γ : M ։ N denote the “ghost part” of α, i.e., the
semiring homomorphism obtained from α by restriction to the ghost ideals M : eUU ,
N : eV V . Then there exists an essentially unique factorization
α : U
λ
// U1
β
// V1 µ
// V, (0.1)
for some supertropical monoids U1 and V1, with λ and µ fiber contractions of certain types
over M and N respectively and β a so called “strict ghost-contraction”, which means that
β restricts to a bijection from the set T pU1q of non-zero tangible elements of U to T pU1q,
while βν  γ, cf. Theorem 2.10. (Notice that γ has convex fibers in M , since γ respects the
orderings of M and N . These convex sets are contracted by γ to one-point sets, hence the
name “ghost-contraction”. “Strict” alludes to the property that no element of T pUq is sent
to a ghost in V .)
From (0.1) we then obtain a factorization
α : U
λ
// U
β
// W µ
// W ρ
// V (0.2)
which is really unique. Here λ, β, µ are transmissions of the same types as before but are
normalized to maps piE given by certain TE-relations E on U , U , W respectively, which are
uniquely determined by α, and ρ is an isomorphism over N  eV. This is the “canonical
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factorization” of α, appearing in the title of the paper (Definition 2.12). The transmissions
λ, β, µ, ρ are called the canonical factors of α.
In §3 we make explicit how the canonical factors of a composition α2  α2 of two trans-
missions α1 : U1 Ñ U2, α2 : U2 Ñ U3 can be obtained from the canonical factors of α1
and α2.
Our primary interest is not in supertropical monoids but in supertropical semirings. In
this respect the following result is useful: If U and V are supertropical semirings, then in the
canonical factorization (0.2) all three supertropical monoids U,W,W are again supertropical
semirings, and thus all canonical factors are morphisms in STROP (Theorem 2.10).
Besides STROP, the category STROPH deserves interest, whose objects are again the
supertropical semirings but whose morphisms are only the semiring homomorphisms. (Thus
STROPH is a subcategory of STROP and a full subcategory of the category of semirings.)
In §5 we introduce a subcategory STROPHm of STROPm which turns out to be equally
useful for working in STROPH, as STROPm has proved to be useful for STROP .
The objects of STROPHm are again the supertropical monoids, but the morphisms are
suitably defined “h-transmissions”, which are designed in such a way that an h-transmission
α : U Ñ V between supertropical semirings is a semiring homomorphism, cf. Definition 5.1.
Thus STROPH is a full subcategory of STROPHm . Again it turns out that for a given bipo-
tent semiring M the category STROPH {M is reflective in STROPHm {M (Corollary 5.10).
If α : U Ñ V is a surjective h-transmission, then the canonical factors of α are again
h-transmissions (Theorem 5.11). It follows that, if α : U Ñ V is a surjective semiring
homomorphism, the whole canonical factorization runs in STROPH.
In §6 we study supertropical monoids which have a total ordering defined to be compat-
ible with the supertropical monoid structure in a rather obvious way (Definition 6.1). We
call them ordered supertropical monoids (= OST-monoids, for short). It turns out
that the underlying supertropical monoids of an OST-monoid is a supertropical semiring
(Theorem 6.4).
The “right” morphisms between OST-monoids are the transmissions compatible with the
given orderings, called monotone transmissions. It turns out that every monotone trans-
mission is a semiring homomorphism (Theorem 6.7). A major result now is that, given
a monotone transmission α : U Ñ V , all factors of the canonical factorization (0.2) of α
can be interpreted as monotone transmissions. More precisely, there exist unique total or-
derings on U,W,W , which make U,W,W OST-monoids and all factors λ, β, µ, ρ monotone
transmissions (Theorem 6.14).
In the last sections §7–§9 of the paper “m-supervaluations” play the leading role. Given an
m-valuation v : R Ñ M on a semiring R, an m-supervaluation ϕ : R Ñ U covering v is
defined in a completely analogous way as has been indicated above for a supervaluation. The
only difference is that now U is a supertropical monoid instead of a supertropical semiring
(Definition 7.1).
The morphisms in STROPm are adapted to the m-supervaluations, as the morphisms in
STROP were adapted to the supervaluations, to wit, a map α : U Ñ V between supertropical
monoids is a transmission iff for every m-supervaluation ϕ : R Ñ U the map α  ϕ is again
an m-supervaluation. (This has not been detailed in the paper.)
In order to avoid discussions about “equivalence” of m-valuations we now tacitly assume,
without essential loss of generality, that all occurring m-supervaluations ϕ : R Ñ U are
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“surjective”, i.e., U  ϕpRqYeϕpRq.1 Given such m-supervaluations ϕ : RÑ U , ψ : RÑ V ,
w say that ϕ dominates ψ, and write ϕ ¥ ψ, of there exists a (unique) transmission
α : U Ñ V with ψ  α  ϕ.
In §7 we construct the initial m-supervaluation ϕ0v : R Ñ Upvq
0 covering a given m-
supervaluation v : R Ñ M , which means that ϕ0v dominates all other m-supervaluations
covering v. It then is immediate that
ϕv : σUpvq0  ϕ
0
v : R Ñ pUpvq
0
q
^
is the initial supervaluation covering v, i.e., dominates all supervaluations covering v (The-
orem 7.9).
Already in [IKR1, §7] we could prove that an initial supervaluation ϕv covering v exists,
but obtained an explicit description of ϕv only in the case that M is cancellative, while now
we obtain an explicit description of ϕv in general (Scholium 7.11). (N.B. IfM is cancellative,
then ϕv  ϕ
0
v.)
More generally, if ϕ : RÑ U is an m-supervaluation covering v, then
pϕ : σU  ϕ : RÑ pU
is a supervaluation covering v, and pϕ ¥ ψ for any other supervaluation ψ covering v with
ϕ ¥ ψ. We call ϕ tangible, if ϕpRq  T pUq Y t0u. It turns out that ϕ0v is always tangible,
but if Upvq0 is not a supertropical semiring, i.e., ϕ0v  ϕv, then ϕv is not tangible, and this
implies that no supervaluation covering v is tangible.
The last two sections §8, §9 are motivated by our interest to put a supervaluation ϕ : RÑ
U covering v to use in tropical geometry. It will be relevant to apply ϕ to the coefficients of
a given polynomial fpλq P Rrλs in a set λ of n variables (or a Laurent polynomial), and to
study the supertropical root sets and tangible components of polynomials gpλq P F rλs in F n
(cf. [IR1, §5, §7]) obtained from fϕpλq P Urλs by passing from U to various supertropical
semifields F . For this purpose it will be important to have some control on the set
ta P R | ϕpaq PMu  ta P R | ϕpaq  vpaqu.
Given an m-supervaluation ϕ : R Ñ Y covering v : R Ñ M , we construct a tangible m-
supervaluation rϕ : R Ñ rU, which is minimal with rϕ ¥ ϕ (Theorem 8.11). In §9 we then
classify the m-supervaluations ψ with ϕ ¤ ψ ¤ rϕ, called the partial tangible lifts of ϕ.
They are uniquely determined by their ghost value sets
Gpψq : ψpRq XM,
cf. Theorem 9.4. These are ideals of the semiring M, and all ideals a  Gpϕq occur in
this way (Theorem 9.7). Unfortunately the ghost value set Gpψq does not control the set
ta P R | ψpaq PMu completely. We can only state that this set is contained in v1pGpψqq.
If ϕ is a supervaluation, then qϕ : prϕq^ is the supervaluation, which is a partial tangible
lift of ϕ having smallest ghost value set.
Notations. Given sets X, Y we mean by Y  X that Y is a subset of X, with Y  X
allowed. If E is an equivalence relation on X then X{E denotes the set of E-equivalence
classes in X, and piE : X Ñ X{E is the map which sends an element x of X to its E-
equivalence class, which we denote by rxsE. If Y  X, we put Y {E : trxsE | x P Y u.
1Although this does not mean surjectivity in the usual sense, there is no danger of confusion since a
supervaluation ϕ : R Ñ V can hardly ever be surjective as a map except in the degenerate case V M .
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If U is a supertropical semiring, we denote the sum 1 1 in U by e, more precisely by eU if
necessary. If x P U the ghost companion ex is also denoted by νpxq, and the ghost map
U Ñ eU , x ÞÑ νpxq, is denoted by νU . If α : U Ñ V is a transmission, then the semiring
homomorphism eU Ñ eV obtained from α by restriction is denoted by αν and is called the
ghost part of α. Thus αν  νU  νV  α.
T pUq and GpUq denote the sets of tangible and ghost elements of U , respectively, cf. [IKR1,
Terminology 3.7]. We put T pUq0 : T pUq Y t0u.
If v : RÑM is an m-valuation we call the ideal v1p0q of R the support of v, and denote
it by supppvq.
1. Supertropical monoids
Definition 1.1. A supertropical monoid U is a monoid pU,  q (multiplicative notation)
which has an absorbing element 0 : 0U , i.e., 0  x  0 for every x P U , and a distinguished
central idempotent e : eU such that the following holds:
x P U : ex  0 ñ x  0.
Further a total ordering, compatible with multiplication, is given on the submonoid M : eU
of U .
We then regard M as a bipotent semiring in the usual way [IKR1, §1].
If U is a supertropical monoid, we would like to enrich U by a composition U  U
 
ÝÑ U
extending the addition on M , such that U becomes a supertropical semiring with
1U   1U  eU .
We are forced to define the addition on U as follows (x, y P U), cf. [IKR1, Theorem 3.11]:
x  y 
$
&
%
y if ex   ey,
x if ex ¡ ey,
ex if ex  ey.
If this addition obeys the associativity and distributivity laws, we say that the supertropical
monoid U “is” a semiring. In the commutative case we have the following criterion.
Theorem 1.2. A supertropical commutative monoid is a semiring iff the following holds:
pDisq : x, y, z P U : If 0   ex   ey, but
exz  eyz, then yz  eyz (i.e., yz P eUq.
In this case the semiring U is supertropical.
Proof. Let x, y, z P U be given, Obviously, x   y  y   x and x   0  x, and it is easily
checked that px  yq   z  x  py   zq. It remains to investigate when we have
px  yqz  xz   yz. ()
We assume without loss of generality that ex ¤ ey. If ex  0, then x  0 and pq is true.
If ex  ey, then exz  eyz, hence x  y  ey and xz   yz  eyz. Thus pq is true again.
We are left with the case that 0   ex   ey. Then x  y  y and exz ¤ eyz. If exz   eyz,
then xz yz  yz, and pq is true. But if exz  eyz, then xz yz  eyz, while px yqz  yz.
Thus pq holds iff yz  eyz.
We conclude that pq holds for all triples x, y, z iff condition pDisq is fulfilled. 
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Remark 1.3. When U is not commutative, we have an analogous result. We just need to add
the same condition pDisq for the monoid Uopp obtained from U by changing the multiplication
px, yq ÞÑ xy to px, yq ÞÑ yx; i.e.,
pDisq1 : x, y, z P U : If 0   ex   ey, but
ezx  ezy, then zy  ezy.
Given an element x of a supertropical monoid U , we call ex the ghost of x, and we denote
the ghost map U Ñ eU , x ÞÑ ex, by νU , as we did before for U a supertropical semiring.
By a (two sided) ideal a of a supertropical monoid U we mean a monoid ideal of U , i.e.,
a nonempty subset a of U with U  a  a and a  U  a. Notice that in the case that U is a
supertropical semiring, such a set a is indeed an ideal of the semiring U in the usual sense,
cf. [IKR2, Remark 6.21]. We call eU the ghost ideal of U .
Many more definitions in [IKR1] and [IKR2] retain their sense if we replace the supertrop-
ical semirings by supertropical monoids, in particular the following one.
Definition 1.4. Let U and V be supertropical monoids. We call a map α : U Ñ V a
transmission, if the following holds (cf. [IKR1, §5]):
TM1 : αp0q  0,
TM2 : αp1q  1,
TM3 : x, y P U : αpxyq  αpxqαpyq,
TM4 : αpeUq  eV ,
TM5 : x, y P eU : x ¤ y ñ αpxq ¤ αpyq.
(N.B. α maps eU to eV due to TM3 and TM4.) Notice that this means that α is a monoid
homomorphism sending 0 to 0 and e to e, which restricts to a homomorphism γ : eU Ñ eV
of bipotent semirings. We then call γ the ghost part of α, and write γ  αν. We also
say that α covers γ (as we did in [IKR1] for U , V commutative supertropical semirings).
Notice that αpUq is a supertropical submonoid of V in the obvious sense.
We introduce two sorts of “kernels” of transmissions.
Definition 1.5. Let α : U Ñ V be a transmission between supertropical monoids.
(a) The zero kernel of α is the set
zα : tx P U | αpxq  0u.
(b) The ghost kernel of α is the set
Aα : tx P U | αpxq P eV u.
These sets are ideals of U , andMYzα  Aα. If U is a semiring, thenMYzα M zα, (cf.
[IKR2, Remark 6.21]). If Aα M , we say that α has trivial ghost kernel, and if zα  t0u,
we say that α has trivial zero kernel.
Theorem 1.6. Let α : U Ñ V be a transmission between supertropical monoids, which is
injective on the set peUqzt0u.
(i) If α has a trivial ghost kernel, and if V is a semiring, then U is a semiring.
(ii) If α is surjective, and if U is a semiring, then V is a semiring.
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Proof. Again we prove this for commutative monoids, leaving the obvious modifications in
the noncommutative case to the interested reader.
We use the criterion for a supertropical monoid to be a semiring given in Theorem 1.2.
(i): Let x, y, z P U with 0   ex   ey and exz  eyz. Then
eαpxq  αpexq   αpeyq  eαpyq,
since α is injective on peUqzt0u, and
eαpxqαpzq  eαpyqαpzq.
Since V is a semiring, we deduce that αpyzq  αpyqαpzq P eV . Since α has a trivial ghost
kernel, it follows that yz P eU , as desired.
(ii): Let x, y, z P U with
0   eαpxq   eαpyq and eαpxqαpzq  eαpyqαpzq.
We are done if we verify that αpyqαpzq P eV . We have 0   αpexq   αpeyq and αpexzq 
αpeyzq.The inequalities imply 0   ex   ey.
Case I: αpeyzq  0. Now eαpyzq  0, hence αpyzq  0, hence αpyqαpzq  0.
Case II: αpeyzq  0. Now exz  0 and eyz  0. Since α is injective on peUqzt0u, it
follows that exz  eyz. Since 0   ex   ey and U is a semiring, we conclude that
yz P eU , hence αpyqαpzq  αpyzq P eV .
Thus αpyqαpzq P eV in both cases. 
Definition 1.7. If U is a supertropical monoid, we call an equivalence relation E on the
set U a TE-relation, if the following holds (cf. [IKR2, §4]):
TE1 : E is multiplicative, i.e., x, y, z P E :
x E y ñ xz E yz , zx E zy
TE2 : The equivalence relation E|M is order compatible, i.e.:
If x1, x2, x3, x4 PM and x1 ¤ x2, x3 ¤ x4, x1 E x4, x2 E x3,
then x1 E x2. (Hence all xi are E-equivalent.)
TE3 : If x P U and ex E 0, then x E 0.
We have the following almost trivial but important fact.
Theorem 1.8. Let U be a supertropical monoid and E a TE-relation on U . Then the set
U{E of equivalence classes carries a unique structure of a supertropical monoid such that
the map
piE : U Ñ U{E, x ÞÑ rxsE,
is a transmission.
Proof. This is just some universal algebra. We are forced to define the multiplication on the
set U : U{E by the rule (x, y P U)
rxsE  rysE  rxysE.
This makes sense since the equivalence relation E is multiplicative. Now U is a monoid with
absorbing element 0U : r0U sE . We are further forced to take as distinguished idempotent
on U the element eU : reU sE. Clearly
eUU M{E : trxsE | x PMu.
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Finally, we are forced to choose on the submonoid M{E of U{E the total ordering given by
(x, y PM)
rxsE ¤ rysE  x ¤ y.
This total ordering is well-defined since the restriction E|M of E to M is order compatible
(cf. [IKR2, §2]).
It is now evident that U has become a supertropical monoid and piE a transmission. 
Remark 1.9. Conversely, if α : U Ñ V is a transmission from U to a supertropical monoid
V , then the equivalence relation Epαq is TE, and the map rxsEpαq ÞÑ αpxq is an isomorphism
from the supertropical monoid U{Epαq onto the (supertropical) submonoid αpUq of V .
Example 1.10. Let U be a supertropical monoid andM : eU . As in the case of supertropi-
cal commutative semirings [IKR1, §6] we define an MFCE-relation on U as an equivalence
relation E on U , which is multiplicative, and is fiber conserving, i.e., x E y ñ ex  ey.
Then we have an obvious identification M{E M , and E is a TE-relation.
The functorial properties of transmissions between supertropical semirings stated in [IKR1,
Proposition 6.1] remain true if we admit instead supertropical monoids, and can be proved
in exactly the same way. Thus we get:
Proposition 1.11. Let α : U Ñ V and β : V ÑW be maps between supertropical monoids.
(i) If α and β are transmissions, then βα is a transmission.
(ii) If α and βα are transmissions and α is surjective, then β is a transmission.
Starting from now we assume that all occurring supertropical monoids are com-
mutative. But we mention that all major results to follow can be established also for
noncommutative monoids with obvious modifications of the proofs (in a similar way as indi-
cated in Remark 1.3). This will save space and hopefully help the reader not to get distracted
from the central ideas of the paper. At the time being, the commutative case suffices for the
applications we have in mind (cf. the Introduction).
We define the category of supertropical monoids STROPm as follows: the objects of
STROPm are the (commutative) supertropical monoids, and the morphisms are the trans-
missions between them. STROPm contains the category STROP of supertropical semirings
as a full subcategory.
Scholium 1.12. Let U be a supertropical semiring and E a TE-relation on U. Then the map
piE : U Ñ U{E from U to the supertropical monoid U{E is a morphism in STROPm . Since
STROP is full in STROPm, it follows that piE is a morphism in STROPm iff the supertropical
monoid U{E is a semiring. This means in terms of [IKR2, §4], that the TE-relation E is
transmissive iff the supertropical monoid U{E is a semiring.
We define initial transmissions and pushout transmissions in STROPm as we defined
such transmissions in [IKR2, §1] in the category STROP. Just repeat [IKR2, Definition
1.2] and [IKR2, Definition 1.3], respectively, replacing everywhere the word “supertropical
semiring” by “supertropical monoid”.
The pleasant news now is that in STROPm the pushout transmission exists for any su-
pertropical monoid U and surjective homomorphisms γ from M : eU to a bipotent semir-
ing N , and that it has the same explicit description as given in [IKR2, Theorem 1.11] and
[IKR2, Example 4.9] (in the category STROP) if N is cancellative.
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More precisely the following holds and can be proved by the same arguments as used in
[IKR2, Example 4.9] and the proofs of [IKR2, Theorems 1.11 and 4.14].
Theorem 1.13. Let U be a supertropical monoid and γ a homomorphism from M : eU
onto a (bipotent) semiring 2 N . We obtain a TE-relation F pU, γq on U by decreeing for
x, y P U :
x F pU,γq y 
$
&
%
either x  y,
or x  ey, y  ey, γpexq  γpeyq,
or γpexq  γpeyq  0.
The map
piF pU,γq ։ U{F pU, γq
is a pushout transmission in STROPm covering γ. {Here we identify M{F pU, γq  N in the
obvious way.}
In particular every initial transmission in STROPm is a pushout transmission in STROPm.
Scholium 1.14. We consider the special case that U is a supertropical semiring. If the
supertropical monoid U{F pU, γq happens to be a semiring, then it is clear that piF pU,γq is a
pushout in the category STROP. Thus, following [IKR2, Notation 1.7], we now have
F pU, γq  EpU, γq, piF pU,γq  αU,γ.
But if U{F pU, γq is not a semiring then the relation F pU, γq is different from EpU, γq.
If U is a supertropical semiring and a is an ideal of U we introduced in [IKR2, §5] the
saturum satUpaq and the equivalence relation Epaq  EUpaq, and obtained there descriptions
of these objects, which do not mention addition but only employ multiplication and the
idempotent e ([IKR2, Corollary 5.5, Theorem 5.4]).
We now use these descriptions to define satUpaq and EUpaq if U is only a supertropical
monoid.
Definition 1.15. Let a be an ideal of the supertropical monoid U .
(a) The saturum satUpaq of a is the set of all x P U with ex ¤ ea for some a P a. We
call a saturated if satUpaq  a.
(b) The equivalence relation E : Epaq : EUpaq is defined as follows:
x E y  either x  y
or x P satUpaq, y P satUpaq.
As in [IKR2, §5] the following fact can be verified in an easy straightforward way.
Proposition 1.16.
(i) satUpaq is again a monoid ideal of U .
(ii) The saturated ideals a correspond uniquely with the ideals c of M which are lower
sets of M , via
c  aXM  ea and a  tx P U |ex P cu.
(iii) EUpaq is a TE-relation on U .
(iv) If b is a second ideal of U then
EUpaq  EUpbq iff satUpaq  satUpbq.
2Notice that a homomorphic image of a bipotent semiring is again bipotent.
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(v) piEpaq has the zero kernel satUpaq.
(vi) If α : U Ñ V is a transmission then the zero kernel zα is a saturated ideal, and α
factors through piEpaq iff a  zα.
As in [IKR2, §5] we will use the alleviated notation x a y for x Epaq y, pia for piEpaq,
and rxsa for the equivalence class rxsEpaq.
It is immediate how to generalize the definition of the equivalence relation EpU, a,Φq given
in [IKR2, §6] to the case that U is a supertropical monoid. We study only the case where
these relations are TE-relations, and we encode (without loss of generality) the homomorphic
equivalence relation Φ on M : eU by a homomorphism from M to another semiring. All
the following can be verified in a straightforward way.
Theorem 1.17. Let U be a supertropical monoid and γ : M Ñ M 1 a surjective homo-
morphism from M : eU to a (bipotent) semiring M 1. Further, let A be an ideal of U
containing M and the saturated ideal
aγ : tx P U | γpexq  0u.
(i) The equivalence relation EpU,A, γq on U , given by (x1, x2 P U)
x1 E x2  either x1  x2
or x1 P A, x2 P A, γpex1q  γpex2q,
is a TE-relation.
(ii) The transmission piE : U Ñ U{E has the ghost kernel A. The ghost part ppiEq
ν is the
map γ : M Ñ M 1. {Here we identify the ghost ideal M{E of U{E with M 1 in the
obvious way.}
(iii) Assume that a transmission β : U Ñ V to a supertropical monoid V is given with
ghost kernel Aβ  A, further a homomorphism δ : M
1
Ñ eV is given such that
δγ  βν. Then there exists a unique transmission η : U{E Ñ V with ην  δ and
ηα  β.
(cf. the diagram following [IKR2, Problem 1.1].)
Remark 1.18. It can be readily verified that
EpU,M Y aγ, γq  F pU, γq.
Thus the present theorem is a generalization of Theorem 1.13.
For any ideal A M of U we define
EpU,Aq : EpU,A, idMq,
as we did in [IKR2, §6] for U a supertropical semiring. In this special case Theorem 1.17
reads as follows.
Corollary 1.19. EpU,Aq is a TE-relation on U . A transmission α : U Ñ V (with V a
supertropical monoid) factors through piEpU,Aq iff A  Aα.
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2. Canonical factorization of a transmission
Given a surjective transmission α : U Ñ V between supertropical semirings we start
out to write α as a composition of transmissions of simple nature in a somewhat canonical
way. More precisely, we will do this first in the category STROPm of supertropical monoids.
Afterward we will prove that, if U and V are semirings, this “canonical factorization” remains
valid in the smaller category STROP of supertropical semirings, which has our primary
interest.
Let U and V be supertropical monoids, and M : eU , N : eV their ghost ideals. We
first exhibit the “transmissions of simple nature” we have in mind. These are the ideal
compressions, tangible fiber contractions, and strict ghost contractions to be defined now.
Definition 2.1. As in the case that U and V are supertropical semirings (cf. [IKR1, §6])
we say that a surjective transmission α : U Ñ V is a fiber contraction if the ghost part
αν  γ : M Ñ N is an isomorphism. We say that α is a fiber contraction over M , if
N M and γ  idM .
Notice that α is a fiber contraction iff the equivalence relation Epαq is an MFCE-relation,
hence α  ρ  piE with E an MFCE-relation and ρ an isomorphism. Then α is a fiber
contraction over M iff M  N and ρ is an isomorphism over M .
Definition 2.2. We call a surjective transmission α : U Ñ V an ideal compression, if
α is a fiber contraction over M which maps UzAα bijectively on to V zN  T pMq. {Recall
that Aα denotes the ghost kernel of α.}
This means that α  ρ piEpU,Aq with A an ideal of U containing M and ρ an isomorphism
from U : U{EpU,Aq onto V over M . We have A  Aα.
Definition 2.3. We call a transmission α tangible if
αpT pUqq  T pV q Y t0u,
and strictly tangible if
αpT pUqq  T pV q.
In other terms, α is tangible iff Aα M Y zα, and α is strictly tangible iff Aα M .
What does this means in the case that α is a fiber contraction? Clearly, a tangible
fiber contraction α : U Ñ V is strictly tangible. If E is an MFCE-relation on U , then
piE : U Ñ U{E is tangible iff E is ghost separating (cf. [IKR2, Definition 6.19]), in other
terms, iff E is finer than the equivalence relation Et : Et,U on U which has the equivalence
classes ta P T pUq | ex  au, a P Mzt0u, and the one-point equivalence classes tyu, y P M
(cf. [IKR1, Example 6.4.v]).
Definition 2.4. We call the MFCE-relations E on U with E  Et tangible MFCE-
relations.
In this terminology the tangible fiber contractions α : U Ñ V over M : eU are the
products
α  ρ  piT
with T a tangible MFCE-relation on U and ρ an isomorphism over M .
Definition 2.5. We call a transmission α : U Ñ V a ghost contraction, if αν is a
homomorphism from M onto N , and if α maps UzpM Y zαq bijectively onto T pV q  V zN .
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This means that
α  ρ  piF pU,γq
with γ :M Ñ N a surjective homomorphism, namely γ  αν , and ρ an isomorphism over N
from U{F pU, γq to V . Thus α is a ghost contraction iff α is a surjective pushout transmission
in STROPm. {The equivalence relation F pU, γq had been introduced in Theorem 1.13.}
Definition 2.6. In the situation of Definition 2.2 and Definition 2.5, respectively, we also
say abusively that V is an ideal compression (resp. a ghost contraction) of U .
Definition 2.7. We call a ghost contraction α : U Ñ V strict, if α1p0q M . This means
that α is also a strict tangible transmission.
Notice that every ghost contraction α : U Ñ V with γ1p0q  t0u, γ  αν , is strict, and
that γ1p0q  t0u iff zα  t0u. Of course, there exist other strict ghost contractions. The
maps piF pU,γq, where γ :M Ñ N is a homomorphism with γ
1
p0q  t0u, but where U has no
tangibles with ghost companion in γ1p0q, are main examples for this.
Definition 2.8. If γ :M Ñ N is a surjective homomorphism for M  eU to a semiring N ,
we put
aU,γ : tx P U | γpexq  0u,
an ideal already used in Theorem 1.17.
In this notation the ghost contraction piF pU,γq is strict iff aU,γ M .
Theorem 2.9. Let α : U Ñ V be a surjective transmission between supertropical monoids
and let γ : M Ñ N denote the homomorphism between the ghost ideals M : eU , N : eV
obtained from α by restriction, γ  αν.
(i) There exists a factorization
α  µ  β  λ
with λ and ideal compression of U , β a strict ghost contraction, and µ a tangible fiber
contraction over N : eV .
(ii) The factorization is essentially unique. More precisely, if α  µ1  β 1  λ1 is a second
such factorization of α, then there exist isomorphisms ρ over M and σ over N (of
supertropical monoids) such that
λ1  ρλ, µ1  µσ1, β 1  σβρ1.
(iii) In particular we can choose
λ  piEpU,Aq : U ÝÑ U : U{EpU,Aq
with A : Aα, the ghost kernel of α,
β  piF pU,γq : U ÝÑ W : U{F pU, γq
and µ : W ։ V the resulting tangible fiber contraction over N such that α  µβλ
(see proof below).
Proof. a) Let γ : αν : M Ñ N , A : Aα, and U : U{EpU,Aq. Then α factors through
λ : piEpU,Aq in a unique way,
α : U
λ // U
α // V,
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with α a surjective transmission having trivial ghost kernel. This is clear from [IKR2,
Proposition 6.20], adapted to the category of supertropical monoids.
b) We have pαqν  γ. Let β  piF pU,γq. By Theorem 1.13 we know that β is an initial
transmission in the category STROPm (even a pushout). Thus we have a unique transmission
µ : W : U{F pU, γq Ñ V
such that α  µ  β, hence α  µ  β  λ. From pαqν  γ  µν  βν and βν  γ it follows
that µν is the identity of N .
Since α has trivial ghost kernel and β is surjective, both β and µ have trivial ghost kernels.
We conclude that β is a strict ghost contraction and µ is a tangible fiber contraction over N .
Parts i) and iii) of the theorem are proven.
c) Retaining the transmissions λ, β, µ which we have defined above, we turn to the claim
of uniqueness in part ii) of the theorem. Let α  µ1  β 1 λ1 another factorization of α of the
kind considered here. Both β 1 and µ1 have trivial ghost kernel. Thus the ideal compression λ1
has the same ghost kernel A as α. We conclude that
λ1  ρpiEpU,Aq  ρλ
with some isomorphism ρ over M .
From α  pµ1β 1ρqλ we then conclude that µ1β 1ρ  α. Now β 1ρ is a strict ghost contraction
covering γ, since β 1 is such a ghost contraction and ρ covers idM . It follows that
β 1ρ  σpiF pU,γq  σβ
with some isomorphism σ over N , and hence β 1  σβρ1. We finally obtain
α  µ1σβλ  µβλ,
and then µ1σ  µ. 
Theorem 2.10. Let α : U Ñ V be a surjective transmission between supertropical semirings,
and assume that
α : U
λ // U1
β // V1
µ // V,
is a factorization of α as described in Theorem 2.9.i (in the category STROPm). Then
both U1 and V1 are supertropical semirings, hence all three factors λ, β, µ are morphisms
in STROP.
Proof. λ and µ are surjective and λν  idM , µ
ν
 idN . Moreover µ has trivial ghost kernel.
Thus V1 is a semiring by Theorem 1.6.i, and U1 is a semiring by Theorem 1.6.ii. 
Corollary 2.11. Let α : U Ñ V be a surjective transmission between supertropical semirings
covering α  γ :M Ñ N . Then for the supertropical semiring
U : U{EpU,Aαq
the transmission
piF pU,γq : U Ñ U{F pU, γq
is pushout in the category STROP. In other terms (cf. [IKR2, Notation 1.7])
F pU, γq  EpU, γq.
Proof. Theorem 2.10 tells us that U{F pU, γq is a supertropical semiring. We know from §1
that piF pU,γq is pushout in STROPm. A fortiori this transmission is pushout in STROP. 
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Definition 2.12. Let α : U ։ V be a surjective transmission covering αν  γ : M ։ N .
We know by Theorem 2.9 that there exists a unique factorization
α  ρ  piT  piF pU,γq  piEpU,Aq ()
with A an ideal of U containing M Y zα, U : U{EpU,Aq, T a tangible MFCE-relation on
W : U{F pU, γq, and ρ an isomorphism from W {T to V over N . Here A, T , and hence ρ
are uniquely determined by α. We call pq the canonical factorization of α, and piF pU,γq,
piEpU,Aq, piT , ρ the canonical factors of α.
If one of these maps is the identity map, we feel justified to omit it in the list of the
canonical factors of α.
We discuss some simple cases of canonical factorizations.
Scholium 2.13. (The case of M  N .) Assume that U and V are supertropical monoids
with eU  eV M . Let α : U Ñ V be a fiber contraction over M with ghost kernel A  Aα.
(i) α has the factorization α  µ  λ with λ  piEpU,Aq and
µ : U : U{EpU,Aq Ñ V
a (strict) tangible fiber contraction overM . This is clear from Theorem 2.9 or directly
from the universal property of piEpU,Aq, cf. Corollary 1.19. Then µ  ρ  piT with T a
tangible MFCE-relation on U . Thus α has the canonical factors piEpU,Aq , piT , and ρ.
(ii) If U is a semiring then both U and V are semirings, as follows directly from Theo-
rem 1.6.ii.
Example 2.14. (Factorization of a ghost contraction.) Assume α : U ։ V is a ghost
contraction covering αν  γ :M ։ N . Let a denote the zero kernel of α, a : zα.
(i) α has the factorization α  β  λ with λ  piEpU,MYaq and
β : U : U{EpU,M Y aq Ñ V
a strict ghost contraction. We have
β  ρ  piF pU,γq
with ρ an isomorphism from U{F pU, γq to V over N . Thus α has the canonical
factors piEpU,MYAq, piF pU,γq, and ρ.
(ii) We further have the factorization
β  β  piEpa¯q
with a¯ : λpaq and
β : U{Epa¯q  U{Epaq Ñ V,
which is a strict ghost contraction with zero kernel t0u. Notice that the ideal a  zα
is saturated in U and a¯ is saturated in U .
Example 2.15. (The transmissions piEpU,A,γq.)
Let U be a supertropical monoid and let γ : M Ñ N be a surjective homomorphism from
M  eU to a semiring N . Further let A be an ideal of U containing M Y aU,γ.
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(i) Then the transmission
piEpU,A,γq : U Ñ V : U{EpU,A, γq
(cf. Theorem 1.17) has the canonical factorization
piEpU,A,γq  piF pU,γq  piEpU,Aq
with U : U{EpU,Aq. Indeed we have EpU,A, γq{EpU,Aq  F pU, γq, as has been
stated in [IKR2, Theorem 6.22].
(ii) The ghost contractions α : U Ñ V covering γ are precisely the maps
α  ρ  piEpU,A,γq
with A  M Y aU,γ and ρ an isomorphism over N , as is clear from the above and
Example 2.14.
3. The canonical factors of a product of two basic transmissions
Definition 3.1. Let α : U Ñ V be a surjective transmission between supertropical monoids,
and let γ : αν : M ։ N denote the ghost part of α. We call α a basic transmission,
if α is of one of the following 4 types.
Type 1: α  piEpU,Aq with A an ideal of U containing M .
Type 2: α  piF pU,γq and α
1
p0q  γ1p0q.
Type 3: α  piT with T a tangible MFCE-relation on U .
Type 4: α  ρ with ρ an isomorphism over M .
Thus in all cases except the second we have M  N and γ  idM .
In short, the basic transmissions are the factors occurring in the canonical factorizations
of transmissions (cf. Definition 2.12).
Problem 3.2. Given basic transmissions α : U Ñ V of type i and β : V Ñ W of type j
with 1 ¤ j ¤ i ¤ 4, find the canonical factorization of βα explicitly.
It would be easy to find these canonical factorizations up to an undetermined isomor-
phism ρ as first factor (cf. Definition 2.12) by running through parts a) and b) of the proof
of Theorem 2.10. But we want a completely explicit description of all factors. For this we
will rely on realizations of the quotient monoids U{EpU,Aq, U{F pU, γq, U{T arising up in
Definition 3.1, such that the basic transmissions piEpU,Aq, piF pU,γq, piT have a particulary well
amenable appearance,
Conventions 3.3. Let U be a supertropical monoid, A an ideal of U containing M : eU ,
furthermore γ :M Ñ N a surjective homomorphism to a (bipotent) semiring N with aU,γ 
M (cf. Definition 2.8), and T a tangible MFCE-relation on U .
(a) We write A :M 9Y S with S a subset of T pUq such that S T pUq  SYM . Justified
by [IKR2, Theorem 6.16], adapted to the monoid setting, we declare that U{EpU,Aq
is the subset
UzS  pT pUqzSq 9Y M
of U , and, for any x PM
piEpU,Aqpxq 
"
x if x P UzS,
ex if x P S.
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For x, y P UzS the product xd y in U{EpU,Aq is given by
xd y 
"
xy if xy R S,
exy if xy P S.
(b) We identify T pU{F pU, γqq with T pUq such that rxsF pU,γq  x for x P T pUq. Now
T pU{F pU, γqq  T pUq 9Y N
and, for x P U ,
piF pU,γqpxq 
"
x if x P T pUq,
γpxq if x PM.
If x, y P T pUq, the product xd y in U{F pU, γq is given by
xd y 
"
xy if xy P T pUq,
γpxyq if xy PM.
(c) For x PM we identify x with rxsT (as we usually did for MFCE-relations before, but
notice that now rxsT  txu). We have
U{T  T pUq{T 9Y M,
and, for x P U ,
piT pxq 
"
rxsT if x P T pUq,
x if x PM.
If x, y P T pUq the product of rxsT and rysT in U{T is given by
rxsT d rysT 
"
rxysT if xy P T pUq,
xy if xy PM.
We also need more terminology on equivalence relations.
Definition 3.4.
(i) If η : X Ñ Y is a map between sets and F is an equivalence relation on Y ,
then η1pF q denotes the equivalence relation on X given by
x1 η1pF q x2  ηpx1q F ηpx2q.
Thus piη1pF q  piF  η.
(ii) We further have a unique map
η¯ : X{η1pF q // Y {F
such that the diagram
X
η

pi
η1pF q // X{η1pF q
η¯

Y
piF // Y {F
commutes. We denote this map η¯ by ηF , and then have the formula
piF  η  η
F
 piη1pF q.
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(iii) If E is an equivalence relation on the set X and F is an equivalence relation on X{E,
then let F  E denote the equivalence relation on X given by
x1 FE x2  x1 E x2 and rx1sE F rx2sE.
We identify the sets X{F  E and pX{Eq{F in the obvious way. Then
piFE  piF  piE .
The following fact is easily verified.
Lemma 3.5. Let η : V Ñ U be a transmission between supertropical monoids, and let E be
a TE-relation on U . Then η1pEq is a TE-relation on V , and the induced map
ηE : V {η1pEq Ñ U{E
is again a transmission. We have the formula
piE  η  η
E
 piη1pEq.
This lemma already gives us the solution of Problem 3.2 for α basic of type 4.
Proposition 3.6. Let U and V be supertropical monoids with eU  eV : M , and let
ρ : V Ñ U be a tangible fiber contraction over M (e.g. ρ is an isomorphism over M).
(a) If T is a tangible MFCE-relation on U , then ρ1pT q is a tangible MFCE-relation on
V and
piT  ρ  ρ
1
 piρ1pT q
with ρ1 : V {ρ1pT q Ñ U{T the obvious homomorphism over M induced by ρ, namely
ρ1  ρT .
(b) If γ :M ։ N is a surjective homomorphism from M to a semiring N with
aV,γ : tx P V | γpexq  0u M,
hence also aV,γ M , then
piF pU,γq  ρ  ρ
1
 piF pU,γq
with
ρ1 : ρF pU,γq : V {F pV, γq Ñ U{F pU, γq.
ρ1 is a tangible fiber contraction over N with the following explicit description:
Writing V {F pU, γq  T pV q 9Y N and U{F pU, γq  T pUq 9Y N (cf. Conven-
tion 3.3.b), we have ρ1pxq  ρpxq if x P T pUq and ρ1pxq  x if x P N .
(c) Let A be an ideal of U containing M and let B : ρ1pAq, which is an ideal of V
containing M . Then
piEpU,Aq  ρ  ρ
1
 piEpV,Bq,
with
ρ1 : ρEpV,Bq : V {EpV,Bq Ñ U{EpU,Aq.
ρ1 is a tangible fiber contraction over N , which has the following explicit description:
We write A  M 9Y S with S  T pUq, and have B  M 9Y ρ1pSq with ρ1pSq 
T pV q. By Convention 3.3.a
U{EpU,Aq  pT pUqzSq 9Y M,
V {EpV,Bq  pT pV qzρ1pSqq 9Y M.
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The map ρ1 is obtained from ρ by restriction to these subsets of U and V . {N.B. It
is easy to check directly that ρ1 respects multiplication.}
(d) If ρ is an isomorphism, then in all three cases ρ1 is again an isomorphism. Thus,
if β : U Ñ W is a basic transmission of type i  1, 2, 3 and ρ : V Ñ U is basic of
type 4, then βρ  ρ1β 1 with β 1, ρ1 again of type i and 4 respectively.
Proof. Straightforward by use of Lemma 3.5. 
Remark 3.7. If in Proposition 3.6.b we dismiss the assumption that aV,γ M , we have the
same result, but with a slightly more complicated description of the tangible fiber contrac-
tion ρ1 as follows: We now have natural identifications
V {F pV, γq  pT pV qzaV,γq Y N,
U{F pU, γq  pT pUqzaU,γq Y N,
and then
ρ1pxq 
"
ρpxq if x P T pV qzaV,γ
x if x P N.
The following three propositions contain the solution of Problem 3.2 in the remaining cases
i ¤ j ¤ 3. The stated canonical factorizations can always quickly be verified by inserting
an element x of T pUq and comparing both sides. {For x P eU equality is always evident.}
Often more conceptional proofs are also possible. With one exception we do not give the
details.
Proposition 3.8. (The case i  j.)
Let U be a supertropical monoid and M : eU .
(a) Assume that A  M 9Y S is an ideal of U containing M and B  M 9Y S 1 is an
ideal of U : U{EpU,Aq  UzS containing M . {Thus S and S 1 are disjoint subsets
of T pUq.} Then
B : pi1
EpU,Aq
pBq M 9Y S 9Y S 1
is an ideal of U and
piEpU,Bq  piEpU,Aq  piEpU,Bq.
(b) Let γ : M Ñ N and δ : N Ñ L be surjective homomorphisms of bipotent semirings
with aU,γ M and aV,δ  N , where V : U{F pU, γq. Then
piF pV,δq  piF pU,γq  piF pU,δγq.
(c) If T is a tangible MFCE-relation on U and T 1 is a tangible MFCE-relation on U{T,
then T 1  T is again a tangible MFCE-relation and
piT 1  piT  piT 1T .
Proposition 3.9. (The case α  piT .)
Let U be a supertropical monoid, T a tangible MFCE-relation on U , and
U : U{T  pT pUq{T q 9YM.
(a) If γ is a surjective homomorphism from M : eU to a semiring N , and aU,γ  M ,
then
piF pU,γq  piT  piT 1  piF pU,γq,
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where T 1 is the tangible MFCE-relation on V : U{F pU, γq  T pUq Y N defined as
follows. For any x, y P V
x T 1 y 
"
either x, y P T pUq and x T y,
or x  y P N.
(b) Let B be an ideal of U containing M , hence B M 9Y S with S a subset of T pUq{T .
We put S : pi1T pSq  T pUq. Then
piEpU,Bq  piT  piT 1  piEpU,Aq,
with A : pi1T pBq M Y S, and T
1 a tangible MFCE-relation on
V : U{EpU,Aq  pT pUqzSq 9YM.
T 1 is obtained from T by restriction to the subset UzS of U . {Notice that T pUqzS is
a union of T -equivalence classes.}
Proposition 3.10. (The remaining case j  1, i  2.)
Let U be a supertropical monoid and γ a homomorphism fromM : eU onto a semiring N
with aU,γ M . Let V : U{F pU, γq  T pUq 9Y N .
(i) The ideals A  M of U correspond uniquely with the ideals B  N of V via A 
β1pBq, B  βpAq, where β : piF pU,γq. We then have A  M 9Y A, B  N 9Y S
with the same set S  T pUq  T pV q, and EpU,Aq  β1pEpV,Bqq. Finally
(ii)
piEpV,Bq  piF pU,γq  piF pU,γq  piEpU,Aq
with U : U{EpU,Aq  pT pUqzSq 9YM .
Proof. i): The point is that for S a subset of T pUq we have ST pUq M in U iff ST pUq  N
in V , since β1pNq M . (Recall that we identified T pUq  T pV q.)
ii): Again just insert a given x P T pUq in both sides of the equation and compare. 
Summary 3.11. If α : U Ñ V and β : V Ñ W are basic transmissions, α of type i and
β of type j ¤ i, cf. Definition 3.1, then in case i  j the transmission βα is again basic of
type i, and otherwise βα  α1β 1 with α1 basic of type i and β 1 basic of type j, and the new
basic transmissions can be determined from α and β in an explicit way.
If α : U Ñ V and β : V Ñ W are any transmissions with known canonical factors, then
the canonical factorization of βα can be determined explicitly in at most 4  3  2  1  10
steps.
4. The semiring associated to a supertropical monoid;
initial transmissions
Let U be a supertropical monoid and M : eU its ghost ideal. We start out to convert U
into a supertropical semiring in a somewhat canonical way.
If S is any subset of U , then the set pUSqYM is the smallest ideal of U containing both S
and M . For convenience we introduce the notation
EpU, Sq : EpU, US YMq.
Corollary 1.19 tells us the meaning of this equivalence relation.
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Scholium 4.1. A transmission α : U Ñ V factors through the ideal compression piEpU,Sq (in
a unique way), iff the ghost kernel Aα contains the set S.
We now define a subset SpUq of T pUq, for which the relation EpU, SpUqq will play a central
role for most of the rest of the paper.
Definition 4.2.
(a) We call an element x of U an NC-product (in U), if there exist elements y, z of U
and y1 of M with
x  yz, y1   ey, y1z  eyz.
Here the label “NC” alludes to the fact that we meet a non-cancellation situation in
the monoid M : We have y1  ey, but y1z  eyz.
(b) We denote the set of all NC-products in U by D0pUq and the set D0pUqYM by DpUq.
We finally put
SpUq : DpUqzM  D0pUq X T pUq.
This is the set of tangible NC-products in U .
Clearly D0pUq  U  D0pUq. Thus DpUq is an ideal of U containing M . We have
EpU, SpUqq  EpU,D0pUqq  EpU,DpUqq.
Theorem 1.2 tell us that U is a semiring iff SpUq  H, i.e., DpUq M .
We compare the set SpUq with SpV q for V an ideal compression of U .
Lemma 4.3. Let A be an ideal of U containing M , A M 9Y S with S  T pUq. We regard
V : U{EpU,Aq as a subset of U , as explained in Convention 3.3.a. Then
SpV q  SpUqzS.
Proof. It is obvious from the description of V in Convention 3.3.a. that SpV q  SpUqXT pV q,
and we have T pV q  T pUqzS. 
Lemma 4.4. If T is a tangible MFCE-relation then
SpU{T q  SpUq{T.
Proof. Look at the description of U{T in Convention 3.3.c. 
Theorem 4.5.
(i) The supertropical monoid pU : U{EpU, SpUqq is a semiring.
(ii) The ideal compression
σU : piEpU,SpUqq : U Ñ pU
is universal among all fiber contractions α : U Ñ V with V a semiring. More
precisely, given such a fiber contraction α, we have a (unique) fiber contraction
β : pU Ñ V with α  β σU . {N.B. If α is a fiber contraction over M , the same holds
for β.}
Proof. (i): By Lemma 4.3, the set SppUq is empty; hence pU is a semiring.
(ii): We may assume that α : U Ñ V is a fiber contraction over M , and then that
α  piT  piEpU,Aq with an ideal A  M of U and T a tangible equivalence relation on
U : U{EpU,Aq. By Lemma 4.4 the set SpV q is empty iff SpUq is empty, and by Lemma 4.3
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this happens iff SpUq  A. Then piEpU,Aq, and hence α, factors through piEpU,SpUqq  σU (cf.
Scholium 4.1). Conversely, if α  β  σU with β : pU Ñ V a fiber contraction, then we know
already by Theorem 1.6.ii that V is a semiring, since pU is a semiring. 
We call pU the the semiring associated to the supertropical monoid U .
Theorem 4.6. Assume that U is a supertropical semiring and γ is a surjective homomor-
phism from M : eU to a (bipotent) semiring N . Let V : U{F pU, γq, which may be only a
supertropical monoid. Then
α : σV  piF pU,γq : U ։ V ։ pV
(with pV and σV as defined in the preceding theorem) is the initial transmission from U to a
supertropical semiring covering γ (cf. [IKR2, Definition 1.3]). In the Notation 1.7 of [IKR2]
this reads
σV  piF pU,γq  αU,γ.
Proof. Let β : U ։ W be a transmission to a supertropical semiring W covering γ (in
particular, eW  N). Since piF pU,γq is an initial transmission in the category STROPm
covering γ, we have a (unique) transmission η : V Ñ W over N , hence fiber contraction
over N , with β  η  piF pU,γq.
Theorem 4.5 gives us a factorization η  ϕ σV with ϕ : pV ÑW again a fiber contraction
over N . Then
β  ϕ  σV  η  ϕ  α
is the desired factorization of β in the category STROP. Of course, the factor ϕ is unique,
since α surjective. 
We want to find the canonical factorization of αU,γ. More generally we look for the
canonical factors of
α : piEpV,Bq  piF pU,γq
with V : U{F pU, γq and B an ideal of V containing N  eV . We allow U to be any
supertropical monoid.
We write B  N Y S with S  T pV q. Similarly to Convention 3.3.b (which treats a
special case) we have a natural identification
T pV q  T pUqzaU,γ
in such a way that for every x P U
piF pU,γqpxq 
"
x if x P T pUqzaU,γ ,
γpexq otherwise .
We then obtain the following generalization of Proposition 3.10, arguing essentially in the
same way as in §3.
Lemma 4.7. Let V : U{F pU, γq and β : piF pU,γq.
(i) The ideals B of V containing N  eV correspond uniquely with the ideals A of U
containing M Y aU,γ via A  β
1
pBq, B  βpAq. Writing B  N 9Y S 1, with
S 1  T pV q  T pUqzaU,γ,
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we have A M 9Y S with
S : tx P T pUq | γpexq  0u Y S 1  T pUq.
(ii) piEpV,Bq  piF pU,γq  piF pU,γq  piEpU,Aq, with U : U{EpU,Aq  pT pUqzSq 9YM.

In the case B  DpV q we have S 1  SpV q. Thus the elements of S 1 are the products
yz P T pV q  T pUq with γpy1q   γpeyq and γpy1zq  γpeyzq for some y1 P M . Notice that
this forces γpy1q  0.
Definition 4.8. Let U be any supertropical monoid. We call an element x of U a
γ-NC-product (in U), if there exist elements y1 P M , y P U , z P U with x  yz and
γpy1q   γpeyq, γpy1zq  γpeyzq. We denote the set of these elements x by D0pU, γq and the
set D0pU, γq X T pUq of tangible γ-NC-products by SpU, γq.
Notice that D0pU, γq is an ideal of U . We further define
DpU, γq :M YD0pU, γq M Y SpU, γq,
which is an ideal of U containing M .
In this terminology we have S 1  SpU, γq. If U is a semiring, then we read off from
Theorem 4.6 and Lemma 4.7 the following fact.
Theorem 4.9. Let U be a semiring and γ : eU  M Ñ N a surjective homomorphism
from M to a semiring N . Then αU,γ has the canonical factorization
αU,γ  piF pU,γq  piEpU,Sq
with
S  tx P T pUq | γpexq  0u Y SpU, γq
and U  U{EpU, Sq.
It is now easy to write down the equivalence relation EpαU,γq  EpU, γq (cf. Notation 1.7
in [IKR2]). We obtain
Corollary 4.10. For U and γ as above, the equivalence relation EpU, γq reads as follows
(x1, x2 P U):
x1 EpU,γq x2 
$
&
%
either x1  x2,
or x1, x2 P DpU, γq, γpex1q  γpex2q,
or γpex1q  γpex2q  0.

If N is cancellative then SpU, γq  H, and we fall back to the description of EpU, γq in
[IKR2, Theorem 1.11].
Our arguments leading to Theorems 4.6 and 4.9 make sense if we only assume that U is a
supertropical monoid. To spell this out we introduce an extension of Notation 1.7 in [IKR2].
Definition 4.11. Let U be a supertropical monoid with ghost ideal M : eU , and let
γ :M Ñ N be a surjective semiring homomorphism.
(i) We define Uγ  pV with V : U{F pU, γq. Thus Uγ is a supertropical semiring.
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(ii) We define
αU,γ : σV  piF pU,γq : U Ñ Uγ .
(iii) We finally define EpU, γq : EpαU,γq and then have Uγ  U{EpU, γq.
The arguments leading to Theorems 4.6 and 4.9 give more generally the following
Theorem 4.12.
(i) Given a transmission β : U Ñ W from a supertropical monoid U to a supertropical
semiring W covering γ (in particular eW  N), there exists a unique semiring
homomorphism η : Uγ Ñ W over N such that β  η  αU,γ.
(ii) αU,γ has the same canonical factorization as given in Theorem 4.9 for U a semiring,
and EpU, γq has the description written down in Corollary 4.10.

Given a further semiring homomorphism δ : N Ñ L we may ask whether there exists a
transmission η : Uγ Ñ Uδγ covering δ. In other words, is EpU, δγq  EpU, γq?
In general the answer will be negative. Assume for simplicity that aU,γ  aU,δγ  t0u (or
even, that γ1p0q  t0u, δ1p0q  t0u). We have to study the commutative diagram
Uγ
?
η
//__________ Uδγ
U //
αU,γ
66mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
U{F pU, γq //
OO
U{F pU, δγq
OO
M γ
//
OO
N
δ
//
OO
L
OO
where the unadorned arrows are the obvious natural maps. Assume further that L is can-
cellative. Using Convention 3.3.b we have
T pUq  T pU{F pU, γqq  T pU{F pU, δγqq  T pUδγq,
but T pUγq  T pUqzSpU, γq. If η would exist then η  αU,γ would restrict to the identity on
T pUq. But this cannot happen as soon as SpU, γq is not empty. In particular we realize the
following:
Remark 4.13. If U is a semiring, γ1p0q  t0u, but SpU, γq  H, and if there exist a
homomorphism δ : N ։ L of semirings with L cancellative and δ1p0q  t0u, then the
initial transmission αU,γ in STROP is not a pushout transmission.
It is not difficult to find cases where the situation described here is met.
Example 4.14.
(a) We choose a totally ordered abelian group G and a convex subgroup H of G with
H  t1u, H  G. The group G{H is again totally ordered in a unique way such that
the map G Ñ G{H, g ÞÑ gH, is order preserving. Thus we have bipotent semifields
M : GY t0u and rL : pG{Hq Y t0u at hand. Let
A : ta P G | a   Hu and A{H : taH | a P Au.
Then
M : AYH Y t0u, L : pA{Hq Y t1 Hu Y t0u
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are subsemirings of M and rL, and hence are cancellative bipotent semidomains.
(b) We construct a noncancellative bipotent semiring N as follows. As an ordered set,
we put
N : pA{Hq 9Y H 9Y t0u
with 0   A{H   H, keeping the given orderings on A{H and H. We decree that
the multiplication on N extends the given multiplication on A{H and H, and, of
course, 0  x  x  0  0 for all x P N , while paHq  h : aH for a P A, h P H. This
multiplication clearly is associative and commutative, has the unit element 1 P H, and
is compatible with the ordering on N . Thus N can be interpreted as a supertropical
semiring.
(c) We define maps γ : M Ñ N and δ : N Ñ L by putting γp0q : 0 and δp0q : 0,
γpaq : aH, γphq : h, δpaHq : aH, δphq : 1 H  1L for a P A, h P H. Clearly γ
and δ are order preserving surjective monoid homomorphisms, hence are surjective
semiring homomorphisms. We have γ1p0q  t0u, δ1p0q  t0u.
(d) We choose a homomorphism v˜ : rT Ñ G from an abelian group rT onto G. Then, by
[IKR1, Construction 3.16], we have a supertropical semifield
rU : STRprT ,G, v˜q
at hand with T pUq  rT , GprUq  G, ex  v˜pxq for x P rT . Let
T : v˜1pAYHq,
and let v : T ։ A Y H denote the monoid homomorphism obtained from v˜ by
restriction. The subsemiring
U : STRpT,A YH, vq
of rU is a supertropical domain with ghost ideal M and T pUq  T.
(e) We take elements h1   h2 in H and a P A. Then we take elements x1, x2, y P T with
vpx1q  h1, vpx2q  h2, vpyq  a. Now we have
γpex1q  h1   γpex2q  h2 and γpex1yq  γpex2yq  aH.
Also x2y P T pUq. Thus x2y P SpU, γq. Since for every h2 P H there exists some
h1 P H with h1   h2, this shows that
v1pHq  v1pAq  SpU, γq.
In particular, SpU, γq  H. We conclude by Remark 4.13 that the initial transmission
αU,γ : U Ñ Uγ in STROP is not pushout in STROP (and all the more not pushout
in STROPm).
5. h-transmissions
In [IKR2, §6] the equivalence homomorphic relations on a supertropical semiring U have
been studied in detail. These are the TE-relations on U such that the supertropical monoid
U{E is a semiring and piE : U Ñ U{E is a homomorphism of semirings. It turned out that
these relations can be completely characterized in terms of U as a supertropical monoid, cf.
[IKR2, Proposition 6.4], where the crucial compatibility of E with addition is characterized
in this way.
Having this in mind we define “h-transmissions” for supertropical monoids,
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Definition 5.1. We call a map α : U Ñ V between supertropical monoids an h-transmission,
if α is a transmission and has also the following property
pHTq x, y P U : If ex   ey and αpexq  αpeyq, then αpyq P eV.
We can read off the following result from [IKR2, Proposition 6.4]:
Proposition 5.2. Assume that U and V are supertropical semirings. Then a map
α : U Ñ V is an h-transmission iff α is a semiring homomorphism.
Remark 5.3. We note in passing that in Definition 5.1 the condition pHTq can be formally
relaxed as follows.
pHT1q x, y P U : If 0   ex   ey and αpexq  αpeyq, then αpyq P eV.
Indeed if α is a transmission and ex  0, αpexq  αpeyq, we conclude right away that
0  αpexq  αpeyq, hence αpyq  0 P eV .
We now study h-transmissions between supertropical monoids with the primary goal to
gain a more insight into the variety of homomorphisms between supertropical semirings. If
nothing else is said, letters U, V,W will denote supertropical monoids.
Example 5.4. Every transmission α : U Ñ V , such that γ : αν is injective on peUqzt0u,
is an h-transmission. Indeed, now the condition pHT1q is empty.
The functorial properties of transmissions stated in Proposition 1.11 have a counterpart
for h-transmissions.
Proposition 5.5. Let α : U Ñ V and β : V ÑW be maps between supertropical monoids.
(i) If α and β are h-transmissions, then βα is an h-transmission.
(ii) If α and βα are h-transmissions and α is surjective, then β is an h-transmission.
Proof. By Proposition 1.11 we may already assume that α and β are transmissions.
(i): Assume that x, y P U are given with 0   ex   ey and βαpexq  βαpeyq. We have to
verify that βαpyq P eW .
Case 1: αpexq  αpeyq. Now αpyq P eV , since α is an h-transmission. This implies
βαpyq P eW.
Case 2: αpexq   αpeyq. Since βαpexq  βαpeyq and β is an h-transmission, again
βαpyq P eW .
ii): Let x, y P U be given with 0   αpexq   αpeyq and βαpexq  βαpeyq. Then 0   ex   ey.
We conclude that βαpyq P eW . Since α is surjective and αpexq  eαpxq, αpeyq  eαpyq, this
proves that β is an h-transmission. 
Notations 5.6.
(a) We introduce two new categories:
i) Let STROPHm denote the category whose objects are the supertropical monoids
and morphisms are the h-transmissions. Notice that this makes sense by Propo-
sition 5.5.i.
ii) Let STROPH denote the category whose objects are the supertropical semirings
and morphisms are the semiring homomorphisms between supertropical semir-
ings.
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(b) We further denote by Sring the category of all semirings and semiring homomor-
phisms.
STROPH is a full subcategory of Sring and, due to Proposition 5.2 also of STROPHm.
Thus we have the following chart of categories, where “” means “subcategory” and “full”
means “full subcategory”
STROP full STROPm
Y Y
Sring full STROPH full STROPHm .
Moreover, in slightly symbolic notation,
STROPH  STROPX Sring  STROPmX Sring  STROPX STROPHm .
Our main concern will be to understand relations between STROPHm and STROP within
the category STROPm, in order to get an insight into STROPH  STROPX STROPHm.
Theorem 5.7. Assume that α : U Ñ V is a surjective h-transmission and U is a semiring.
Then V is a semiring.
Proof. Let M : eU , N : eV , and γ : αν. We check the condition pDisq in Theorem 1.2
for the supertropical monoid V. Since α and hence γ is surjective, this means the following.
Let y, z P U and y1 PM be given with 0   γpy1q   γpeyq and γpy1zq  γpeyzq. Verify that
αpyzq P N !
We have y1   ey. If y1z  eyz then yz P M , since U is a semiring, and we conclude that
αpyzq P N .
There remains the case that y1z   eyz. Since α is an h-transmission, we conclude again
that αpyzq P N . 
In the following we assume that U is a supertropical monoid and γ is a homomorphism
from M : eU onto a (bipotent) semiring N . We look for h-transmissions α : U Ñ V which
cover γ. We introduce the set
Σ0pU, γq : tx P T pUq | Dx1 PM : x1   ex, γpx1q  γpexq  0u.
Proposition 5.8. A transmission α : U Ñ V covering γ is an h-transmission iff the ghost
kernel Aα contains the set Σ0pU, γq.
Proof. By Scholium 4.1 it is evident that Σ0pU, γq  Aα iff α obeys the condition pHT
1
q from
above. 
We further introduce the set
ΣpU, γq : Σ0pU, γq Y tx P T pUq | γpexq  0u,
and the supertropical monoids
U : U{EpU,ΣpU, γqq,
Uhγ : U{F pU, γq,
finally the transmission αhU,γ : U Ñ U
h
γ , given by
αhU,γ : piF pU,γq  piEpU,ΣpU,γqq. ()
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Notice that αhU,γ covers γ and is the product of an ideal compression and a strict ghost
contraction, so that pq gives already the canonical factorization of αhU,γ. {N.B. The ideal
U  ΣpU, γq contains aU,γ, hence aU,γ M .}
The ghost kernel of αhU,γ contains the set Σ0pU, γq, and thus we know by Proposition 5.8,
that αhU,γ is an h-transmission.
We call αhU,γ a pushout in the category STROPHm, since the following holds:
Theorem 5.9. Assume that δ : N Ñ L is a surjective homomorphism from N to a semir-
ing L and β : U ÑW is an h-transmission covering δγ (in particular eW  L). Then there
exists a (unique) h-transmission η : Uhγ ÑW covering δ such that β  η  α
h
U,γ.
Proof. Let α : αhU,γ and λ : piEpU,ΣpU,γqq. We retain the notations from above, hence have
Uhγ  U{F pU, γq with U  U{EpU,ΣpU, γqq.
Now observe that ΣpU, γq is contained in ΣpU, δγq. Indeed, let x P ΣpU, γq. If γpexq  0,
then δγpexq  0. If there exists some x1 P M with x1   ex and γpx1q  γpexq, then either
δγpexq  0, or δγpexq  0, and then x P Σ0pU, δγq. Thus x P ΣpU, δγq in all cases.
Since β is an h-transmission covering δγ, the ghost kernel of β contains ΣpU, δγq and hence
ΣpU, γq. Thus we have a factorization
β : U
λ
// U
β
// W
with β a transmission again covering δγ.
We have a commuting diagram (solid arrows)
U
pi
F pU,γq
&&MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
β
**VVV
VV
VV
VV
VV
VV
VV
VV
VV
VV
VV
VV
VV
V
U α
//
λ
OO
Uhγ η
//______ W
M γ
//
OO
N
OO
δ
// L
OO
.
Since piF pU,γq is a pushout in the category STROPm (Theorem 1.13), we have a transmission
η : Uhγ Ñ W covering δ such that η  piF pU,γq  β, hence η  α  β  λ  β. Since both α
and β are h-transmissions, also η is an h-transmission (Proposition 5.5.i). 
Corollary 5.10. (Entering the category STROPH.) Let V : Uhγ and α : α
h
U,γ : U Ñ V .
Then
pα : σV  α : U Ñ pV
is the initial h-transmission from U to a semiring covering γ, i.e., given an h-
transmission β : U Ñ W covering γ with W a semiring, there exists a (unique) fiber con-
traction ζ : pV Ñ W over N with β  ϕ  pα.
Proof. By Theorem 5.9, applied with δ  idN , we have fiber contraction η : V ÑW over N
such that β  η  α. By Theorem 4.5 there exists a fiber contraction ζ : pV Ñ W over N
such that η  ζ  σV . Thus β  ζ  σV  α  ζ  pα. 
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Theorem 5.11. Assume that α : U Ñ V is a surjective h-transmission, and
α : U
λ
// U
β
// W µ
// W ρ
// V
is the canonical factorization of α (cf. §2).
(i) The factors λ, β, µ, ρ are again h-transmissions.
(ii) If U is a semiring, then the supertropical monoids U,W,W, V are semirings, and the
maps λ, β, µ, ρ are semiring homomorphisms.
Proof. i): We know already by Example 5.4 that λ, µ, ρ are h-transmissions since they cover
the identities idM and idL respectively (and ρ is even an isomorphism). We have U 
U{EpU,ΣpU, γqq. Now observe that, if a1 and a are elements of M with a1   a, γpa1q 
γpaq  0, then the fiber Ua  γ
1
U
paq contains no tangible elements. {Recall the definition of
the set Σ0pU, γq  ΣpU, γq.} Thus every transmission β
1 : U ÑW 1 covering γ trivially obeys
the condition pHT1q from above (Remark 5.3), hence is an h-transmission. In particular, β
is an h-transmission.
ii): If U is a semiring, we conclude by Theorem 5.7 successively, that U , W,W, V are
semirings. Now invoke Proposition 5.2 to conclude that λ, β, µ, ρ are semiring homomor-
phisms. 
We strive for an explicit description of the initial h-transmission αhU,γ covering γ. Let
HpU, γq denote the ideal of U generated by ΣpU, γq YM , i.e.,
HpU, γq : pU  Σ0pU, γqq Y aU,γ Y M.
We have
αhU,γ  piF pU,γq  piEpU,Hq
with H : HpU, γq and U  U{EpU,Hq. Invoking Example 2.15 we learn that
αhU,γ  piEpU,HpU,γq,γq.
We denote the equivalence relation EpU,HpU, γq, γq more briefly by HpU, γq.
Our task is to describe this TE-relation explicitly. We will succeed if U is a semiring.
Lemma 5.12. If U is a semiring, then
HpU, γq  Σ0pU, γq Y aU,γ YM.
Proof. HpU, γq contains the set on the right hand side. We are done, if we verify that a
product xy with x P Σ0pU, γq, y P T pUq, xy P T pUqzaU,γ lies in Σ0pU, γq.
We have x P T pUq. By definition of Σ0pU, γq there exists some x
1
P M with x1   ex and
γpx1q  γpexq  0. Now x1y ¤ exy, but equality here would imply that xy PM , since U is a
semiring (cf. Theorem 1.2). Thus x1y   exy. Further γpx1yq  γpexyq  0. This shows that
indeed xy P Σ0pU, γq. 
Starting from this lemma and the general description of the relations EpU,A, γq in
Theorem 1.17 it is now easy to write out the TE-relation HpU, γq. We obtain a theorem
which runs completely in the category STROPH.
Theorem 5.13. Assume that U is a supertropical semiring. The initial semiring homomor-
phism αhU,γ covering γ is the map
piHpU,γq : U Ñ U{HpU, γq
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corresponding to the following equivalence relation HpU, γq on U :
If x1, x2 P U , then x1 HpU,γq x2 iff γpex1q  γpex2q and either x1  x2, or x1, x2 P
M Y Σ0pU, γq, or γpex1q  0. 
6. Ordered supertropical monoids
In the paper [IKR3] the present authors studied supervaluations with values in a “totally
ordered supertropical semiring” [IKR3, Definition 3.1] and obtained – as we believe – natural
and useful examples of such supervaluations. This motivates us now to define “ordered
supertropical monoids”.
Definition 6.1. An ordered supertropical monoid, or OST-monoid for short, is a
supertropical monoid U equipped with a total ordering ¤ of the set U , such that the following
hold:
pOST 1q : The ordering ¤ is compatible with multiplication, i.e.,
for x, y, z P U , x ¤ y ñ xz ¤ yz;
pOST 2q : The ordering ¤ extends the natural total order of the bipotent
semiring M : eU , i.e., if x, y PM, then x ¤ y  x ¤M y;
pOST 3q : 0 ¤ 1 ¤ e.
Lemma 6.2. Let x P U.
(a) Then 0 ¤ x ¤ ex.
(b) If x P T pUq, then x   ex.
Proof. (a): This follows by multiplying the inequality 0 ¤ 1 ¤ e by x.
(b): We have x ¤ ex and x  ex; hence x   ex. 
As common, we call a subset C of a totally ordered set X convex (in X) if for all x, y P C,
z P X with x ¤ z ¤ y also z P C. (This definition still makes sense if X is only partially
ordered, but now we do not need this generality.)
Proposition 6.3.
(a) For every c P Mzt0u both the fiber Uc : ν
1
U pcq and the tangible fiber T pUqc :
T pUq X Uc are convex in U .
(b) If c, d PM and c   d, then
c   T pUqd   d
(i.e., c   x   d for every x P T pUqd).
Proof. (a): Let x, y P Uc, z P U, and x ¤ z ¤ y. We can conclude from c  ex ¤ ez ¤ ey  c
that ez  c; hence z P Uc. Now assume that in addition x, y P T pUq. If z were ghost, hence
ez  c, it would follow by Lemma 6.2.b that y   ey  z. Thus z P T pUq.
(b): Let x P T pUqd. Then x   ex  d, by Lemma 6.2.b. Suppose x ¤ c. Then it would
follow that ex  d ¤ c, which is not true. Thus c   x. 
Theorem 6.4. If pU,¤q is an OST-monoid, then U is a semiring.
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Proof. We verify condition pDisq in Theorem 1.2. Let x, y P U, x1 P M, and assume that
x1   ex, but x1y  exy. From x1   ex we conclude by Proposition 6.3.b that x1 ¤ x.
Furthermore x ¤ ex by Lemma 6.2.a. Multiplying by y, we obtain
x1y ¤ xy ¤ exy ¤ x1y,
and we conclude that xy  exy. 
Theorem 6.5. If pU,¤q is an OST-monoid, then addition3 in the semiring U is compatible
with the ordering ¤, i.e., px, y, z P Uq
x ¤ y ñ x  z ¤ y   z.
Proof. We conclude from x ¤ y that ex ¤ ey.We distinguish the cases ex   ey and ex  ey,
and go through various subcases.
Case 1: ex   ey.
(a) If ez ¤ ex, then epx   zq  ex   ez  ex and y   z  y. Since ex   ey, we
conclude that x  z ¤ epx  zq   y   z (cf. Proposition 6.3.b).
(b) If ex   ez   ey, then x  z  z, y   z  y, and we conclude from ez   ey that
x  z   y   z.
(c) If ex  ey, then x z  z, y z  ey. Since z ¤ ez we obtain that x z ¤ y z.
(d) If ey   ez, then x  z  z, y   z  z, hence x  z  y   z.
Case 2: ex  ey.
(a) If z   ex, then x  z  x, y   z  y.
(b) If z  ex, then x  z  ex, y   z  ey.
(c) If ex   z, then x  z  y   z  z.
Thus in all three cases x  z ¤ y   z.

Starting from now we denote an OST-monoid pU,¤q by the single letter U . From The-
orems 6.4 and 6.5 it is obvious that the present OST-monoids are the same objects as the
totally ordered supertropical semirings defined in [IKR3, Definition 3.1]. Examples of these
structures can be found in [IKR3, §3, §4, §6].
Definition 6.6 (= [IKR3, Definition 5.1]). Assume that U and V are OST-monoids. We
call a transmission α : U Ñ V (cf. Definition 1.4) monotone, if α is compatible with the
ordering on U and V , i.e.,
x, y P U : x ¤ y ñ αpxq ¤ αpyq.
Theorem 6.7 (cf. [IKR3, Theorem 5.3]). Every monotone transmission α : U Ñ V is a
semiring homomorphism.
Proof. We verify condition pHTq in Definition 5.1, and then will be done by Proposition 5.2.
Let x, y P U with ex   ey and αpexq  αpeyq. By Proposition 6.3 we have ex   y   ey.
Applying α, we obtain
αpexq ¤ αpyq ¤ αpeyq  αpexq,
hence αpexq  αpeyq. But αpeyq  eαpyq (cf. Definition 3.1), and we conclude that αpyq P
eV, as desired. 
3Recall the formulas for x  y in §1, preceding Theorem 1.2.
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Another proof, which relies more on the semiring structure of U and V , can be found in
[IKR3, §5].
Example 6.8. Every bipotent semiring can be regarded as an OST-monoid. (This is the
case 1  e.) If U is an OST-monoid, M  eU (our present overall assumption), then
νU : U ÑM is a monotone transmission.
We indicate a way how to obtain new OST-monoids from given ones. First we quote a
general fact about total orderings (cf. e.g. [IKR2, Remark 4.1]).
Lemma/Definition 6.9. Let X be a totally ordered set and f : X ։ Y a map from X onto
a set Y. Then there exists a (unique) total ordering on Y , such that f is order preserving,
iff all fibers f1pyq, y P Y, are convex in X. We call this total ordering the ordering on Y
induced by f .
N.B. This ordering on Y can be characterized as follows: For x1, x2 P X
fpx1q   fpx2q ñ x1   x2 ñ fpx1q ¤ fpx2q.
Alternatively, we can state:
If x1   x2, then fpx1q ¤ fpx2q,
If x1 ¡ x2, then fpx1q ¥ fpx2q.
Theorem 6.10. Assume that U is an OST-monoid, V is a supertropical monoid, and α :
U Ñ V is a surjective transmission. Assume further that for every p P V the fiber α1ppq
is convex in U . Then V , equipped with the total ordering induced by α, is again an OST-
monoid.
Proof. We verify the axioms OST1-OST3 in Definition 6.1 for the induced ordering ¤V
on V.
pOST1q : Let x, y, z P U and αpxq   αpyq. Then x   y, hence xz ¤ yz, hence
αpxqαpzq  αpxzq ¤V αpyzq  αpyqαpzq.
pOST2q : Let M : eU, N : eV. On U and V we have the given orderings ¤U , ¤V , and
onM and N we have the natural orderings ¤M , ¤N as bipotent semirings. The ordering ¤U
restricts on M to ¤M . We have to verify that ¤V restricts on N to ¤N .
The map α : U Ñ V restricts to a semiring homomorphism γ : M Ñ N , which conse-
quently is compatible with ¤M and ¤N . Let x, y P M. If αpxq  V αpyq then x  U y, hence
x  M y, hence γpxq ¤N γpyq. Thus
αpxq ¤V αpyq ñ γpxq ¤N γpyq.
Conversely, if γpxq  N γpyq, then x  M y, hence x  U y, hence αpxq ¤V αpyq. Thus
γpxq ¤N γpyq ñ αpxq ¤V αpyq.
This proves that indeed the ordering ¤V restricts to ¤N on N.
pOST3q : Applying α to 0 ¤ 1 ¤ e in U , we obtain 0 ¤ 1 ¤ e in V. 
We are ready for the main result of this section, which roughly states that, given a mono-
tone transmission α : U Ñ V, the canonical factors of α may be viewed as monotone
transmissions in a unique way. We will relay on three easy lemmas.
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Lemma 6.11. Assume that U, V,W are OST-monoids, and α : U Ñ V, β : V Ñ W are
transmissions. Assume further that α and β  α monotone and α surjective. Then β is
monotone.
Proof. If x, y P U and αpxq   αpyq, then x   y, hence βαpxq ¤ βαpyq. Thus αpxq ¤ αpyq
implies βpαpxqq ¤ βpαpyqq. 
Lemma 6.12. Assume that α : U Ñ V is a monotone transmission (between OST-monoids).
Let A denote the ghost kernel of α, A  Aα. Then for any c P eU the fiber Ac : AX Uc is
an upper set of the totally ordered set Uc.
Proof. Assume that x P Ac, y P Uc, and x   y. Then x   y ¤ c, hence αpxq ¤ αpyq ¤ αpcq.
Since x lies in the ghost kernel A of α we have
αpxq  eαpxq  αpexq  αpcq.
It follows that αpyq  αpcq P eV, hence y P A, hence y P Ac. 
Lemma 6.13. Assume that α : U Ñ V is a monotone transmission with trivial ghost kernel.
Let γ  αν : M Ñ N denote the ghost part of α. Then Uc  tcu for any c P M such that
there exists some c1   c in M with γpc1q  γpcq.
Proof. Precisely this has been verified in the proof of Theorem 6.7. 
Theorem 6.14. Assume that U, V are an OST-monoids, and α : U Ñ V is a surjective
monotone transmission. Assume further that
α : U
λ
// U
β
// W µ
// W ρ
// V
is a canonical factorization (cf. §2) of the transmission α. Then the monoids U,W,W can
be equipped with total orderings (in a unique way), such that they become OST-monoids and
all factors λ, β, µ, ρ are monotone transmissions.
Proof. a) Let γ : αν : M Ñ N denote the ghost part of the transmission α and A denote
the ghost kernel of α. Without loss of generality we may assume that
U  U{EpU,Aq, λ  piEpU,Aq, W  U{F pU, γq,
β  piF pU,γq, W  V, ρ  idV .
For any c P M we have λ1pcq  Ac, which by Lemma 6.12 is an upper set Uc, hence is
convex in Uc. Since Uc is convex in U , it follows that λ
1
pcq is convex in U.
Invoking Lemma 6.9, we equip the monoid U with the total ordering induced by λ, and then
know by Theorem 6.10 that U has become an OST-monoid and λ has become a monotone
transmission. By Lemma 6.11 also µ  β : U Ñ V is monotone.
b) Replacing U by U, we are allowed to assume henceforth that α : U Ñ V has trivial
ghost kernel, and may focus on the canonical factorization α  µ  β with β  piF pU,γq and
µ : W Ñ V a tangible fiber contraction.
We use the identifications in Convention 3.3.b to handle W  U{F pU, γq and β  piF pU,γq.
For any d P N  eW the tangible fiber T pW qd is the union of all fibers T pUqc with c P γ
1
pdq.
Let Lpγq denote those c P M such that c  0 and c is the smallest element of γ1pγpcqq.
Lemma 6.13 tells us that T pUqc  H if c P MzLpγq. Thus we have the following picture: If
d P N then T pW qd  T pUqc if there exists c P Lpγq with γpcq  d, and this c is then unique.
Otherwise T pW qd  H.
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c) Looking again at Convention 3.3.b we see that β has the following fibers: If p P T pW qd,
d  γpcq with c P Lpγq, then β1ppq  tpu (using the identifications in Convention 3.3.b).
If d P N , then α1pdq  γ1pdq. Recalling Proposition 6.3, we see that γ1pdq is convex in U.
Thus all fibers of β are convex in U .
Invoking again Lemma 6.9 and Theorem 6.10, we equipW with that total ordering induced
by β, which makes W an OST-monoid and β a monotone transmission. By Lemma 6.11 we
conclude that also µ is a monotone transmission. 
7. m-supervaluations
Definition 7.1. Let R be a semiring. An m-supervaluation on R is a map ϕ : R Ñ U
to a supertropical monoid which fulfills the axioms SV1-SV4 required for a supervaluation in
[IKR1, Definition 4.1], there for U a supertropical semiring. To repeat,
SV1 : ϕp0q  0,
SV2 : ϕp1q  1,
SV3 : a, b P R : ϕpabq  ϕpaqϕpbq,
SV4 : a, b P R : eϕpa  bq ¤ epϕpaq   ϕpbqq r maxpeϕpaq, eϕpbqqs.
We then say that ϕ covers the m-valuation
eϕ : R Ñ eU, a ÞÑ eϕpaq.
Most notions developed for supervaluations in [IKR1], [IKR2, §2] make sense for m-
supervaluations in the obvious way and will be used here without further explanation, but
we repeat the definition of dominance.
Definition 7.2. Assume that ϕ : R Ñ U and ψ : R Ñ V are m-supervaluations. We say
that ϕ dominates ψ and write ϕ ¥ ψ, if for all a, b P R the following holds.
D1. ϕpaq  ϕpbq ñ ψpaq  ψpbq,
D2. eϕpaq ¤ eϕpbq ñ eψpaq ¤ eψpbq,
D3. ϕpaq P eU ñ ψpaq P eV.
If ϕ : R Ñ U is an m-supervaluation and α : U Ñ V is a transmission, then clearly α  ϕ
is an m-supervaluation dominated by ϕ.
Conversely, if ϕ : R Ñ U is an m-supervaluation which is surjective (i.e., U  ϕpRq Y
eϕpRq, cf. [IKR1, Definition 4.3]), and ψ : R Ñ V is an m-supervaluation dominated by ϕ,
there exists a (unique) transmission α : U Ñ V with ψ  α  ϕ. This can be proved in
exactly the same way as done in [IKR1, §5] for supervaluations. If ϕ and ψ cover the same
m-valuation v : RÑM , then α is a fiber contraction over M (hence an h-transmission).
Let now v : RÑM be a fixed m-valuation. We call any m-supervaluation ϕ with eϕ  v
anm-cover of v. We call two m-covers ϕ : RÑ U and ψ : RÑ V equivalent, if ϕ ¥ ψ and
ψ ¥ ϕ. If ϕ and ψ are surjective this means that ψ  α ϕ with α : U Ñ V an isomorphism
over M .
We further denote the equivalence class of an m-cover ϕ of v by rϕs, and the set of all
these classes by Covmpϕq. This set is partially ordered by declaring
rϕs ¥ rψs iff ϕ ¥ ψ.
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We now assume for simplicity and without loss of generality that v is surjective. Then
every class ζ P Covmpvq can be represented by a surjective m-supervaluation.
Proposition 7.3. If ϕ : RÑ U is an m-cover of v, the subset
Cpϕq : trψs P Covmpvq | ϕ ¥ ψu
of the poset Covmpvq is a complete lattice. It has the top element rϕs and the bottom ele-
ment rvs.
Proof. We may assume that the m-supervaluation ϕ : R Ñ U is surjective. Let MFCpUq
denote the set of all MFC-relations on U . This set is partially ordered by inclusion,
E1 ¤ E2 iff E1  E2.
{We view the equivalence relations Ei as subsets of U  U in the usual way.} We have a
bijection
MFCpUq ˜ÝÑ Cpϕq, E ÞÑ rpiE  ϕs,
since every fiber contraction α over M is of the form ρ  piE , with E P MFCpUq uniquely
determined by α and ρ an isomorphism over M . Clearly the bijection reverses the partial
orders on MFCpUq and Cpϕq. Now it can be proved exactly as in [IKR1, §7] for U a
supertropical semiring, that the poset MFCpUq is a complete lattice. Thus Cpϕq is a complete
lattice. 
We construct a supertropical monoid U which will be the target of an m-cover
ϕ : RÑ U dominating all other m-covers.
Let q : v1p0q  supppvq. As a set we define U to be the disjoint union of Rzq and M ,
U  pRzqq 9Y M.
We introduce on U the following multiplication: For x, y P U
x U y  y U x 
$
'
'
'
&
'
'
'
%
x R y if x, y, xy P Rzq,
0 if x, y P Rzq, xy P q,
vpxq M y if x P Rzq, y PM,
x M y if x, y PM.
It is readily checked that U with this multiplication is a monoid with unit element 1U  1R
and absorbing idempotent 0U  0M . Moreover e : 1M is an idempotent of U such that
M  e  U and M in its given multiplication is a submonoid of U . Finally 0M is the
only element x of U with 0M  x  0M . Thus, if we choose the given total ordering on
the submonoid M of U , we have established on U the structure of a supertropical monoid
(cf. Definition 1.1). We denote this supertropical monoid now by U0pvq.
Theorem 7.4.
(i) The map ϕ0v : RÑ U
0
pvq with
ϕ0vpaq 
"
a if a P Rzq,
0M if a P q,
is a surjective m-valuation covering v.
(ii) ϕ0v dominates every other m-cover of v.
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Proof. (i): An easy verification.
(ii): Let ψ : R Ñ V be an m-cover of v. We define a map α : U0pvq Ñ V by αpaq  ψpaq
for a P Rzq and αpxq  x for x P M . It then can be verified in a straightforward way that
α is a transmission and α  ϕ0v  ψ. 
Corollary 7.5. The poset Covmpvq is a complete lattice with top element rϕ
0
vs.
Proof. By Theorem 7.4 we have Covmpvq  Cpϕ
0
vq, and this is a complete lattice by Propo-
sition 7.3. 
v : R Ñ M itself may be regarded as an m-supervaluation (in fact a supervaluation)
covering v, and thus rvs is the bottom element of Covmpvq.
In [IKR1] we had introduced the poset Covpvq consisting of the equivalence classes rϕs of
supervaluations ϕ : R Ñ U with eϕ  v, and we called these supervaluations ϕ the covers
of the m-valuation v. Thus, a surjective m-cover ϕ : R Ñ U of v is a cover of v iff U is a
semiring. The set Covpvq is a subposet of Covmpvq.
Proposition 7.6. If ζ P Covpvq, η P Covmpvq and ζ ¥ η, then η P Covpvq.
Proof. We choose surjective m-valuations ϕ : R Ñ U , ψ : R Ñ V with U a semiring and
ζ  rϕs, η  rψs. There exists a fiber contraction α : U ։ V over M with α  ϕ  ψ.
Since ϕ and ψ are surjective, U  ϕpRq Y eϕpRq and V  ψpRq Y eψpRq. We conclude that
αpUq  αϕpRq Y eαϕpRq  ψpRq Y eψpRq  V.
Since U is a semiring, it follows by Theorem 5.7, or already by Theorem 1.6.ii, that V is a
semiring, hence η P Covpvq. 
Recall from §4 that every supertropical monoid U gives us a supertropical semiring
pU  U{EpU, SpUqq together with an ideal compression σU : piEpU,SpUqq : U ։ pU . Here SpUq
is the set of tangible NC-elements in U (cf. Definition 4.2).
Definition 7.7. For every m-supervaluation ϕ : RÑ U we define a supervaluation
pϕ : σU  ϕ : RÑ pU.
Proposition 7.8. Let ϕ be an m-cover of v.
(i) pϕ is a cover of v and ϕ ¥ pϕ.
(ii) If ψ is a cover of v with ϕ ¥ ψ, then pϕ ¥ ψ.
(iii) If ψ is an m-cover of v with ϕ ¥ ψ, then pϕ ¥ pψ.
Proof. i): This is obvious.
ii): We may assume that ϕ is a surjective m-supervaluation. Then we have a fiber contrac-
tion α : U Ñ V over M with ψ  α ϕ. By Theorem 4.5 we have a factorization α  β  σU
with β another fiber contraction over M . We conclude that ψ  βσUϕ  β pϕ.
iii): ϕ ¥ ψ ¥ pψ by i), hence pϕ ¥ pψ by ii). 
Theorem 7.9. As before assume that v : RÑM is a surjective m-valuation. Let
Upvq : pU0pvqq^
and
ϕv : pϕ
0
vq
^ : RÑ Upvq.
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The supervaluation ϕv is an initial cover of v; i.e., given any supervaluation ψ : R Ñ V
covering v, there exists a (unique) semiring homomorphism α : U Ñ V over M with ψ 
α  ϕv.
Proof. We may assume that ψ is a surjective supervaluation covering v. We know by Theo-
rem 7.4 that ϕ0v ¥ ψ, and conclude by Proposition 7.8.ii that ϕv  pϕ
0
vq
^
¥ ψ. Thus, there
exists a fiber contraction α : Upvq Ñ V over M with ψ  α  ϕ. Since Upvq and V are
semirings, α is a semiring homomorphism over M (cf. Proposition 5.2). 
Corollary 7.10. The poset Covpvq is a complete lattice with top element rϕvs.
We proved in [IKR1, §7] that Covpvq is a complete lattice, but – except in the case that v
is a valuation – there we have only proved that the a top element rϕvs exists (loc. cit,
Proposition 7.5), without giving an explicit description of ϕv. Starting from the formula
ϕv  pϕ
0
vq
^, this is now possible.
Let U : U0pvq. Then T pUq  Rzq and eU M . We have
pU  U{EpU,DpUqq  U{EpU, SpUqq
with SpUq the set of tangible NC-products in U (cf. Definition 4.2) and DpUq  SpUqYM ,
which is an ideal of U (cf. §4). We view pU as a subset of U , as indicated in Convention 3.3.a.
Thus epU  M and T ppUq  T pUqzSpUq. Recalling the description of the supertropical
monoid U0pvq from above, we see that SpUq is the following subset Y pvq of Rzq:
Y pvq : tab | a, b P R, Da1 P R with vpaq   vpbq, vpa1bq  vpabq  0u.
Thus T ppUq  Rzq1 with q1 : qY Y pvq. Clearly R  Y pvq  qY Y pvq, and thus q1 is an ideal
of R.
Looking again at Convention 3.3.a we obtain a completely explicit description of Upvq
and ϕv as follows.
Scholium 7.11. Assume that v : R Ñ M is a surjective m-valuation with support q 
v1p0q. Let q1 : q Y Y pvq with the set Y pvq  Rzq given above. Then Upvq is the subset
pRzq1q YM of U0pvq  pRzqq YM , with the following new product d: If x, y P Upvq, then
xd y 
"
xy if x, y, xy P Rzq1,
exy otherwise,
the products on the right hand side taken in U0pvq. {Here e  eU0pvq  eUpvq.} The initial
covering ϕv : RÑ Upvq is given by
ϕvpaq 
"
a if a P Rzq1,
vpaq if a P q1.
Theorem 7.12. As before assume that v : RÑM is a surjective m-valuation.
(i) If ϕ is any supervaluation covering v, then ϕpaq is ghost for every a P Y pvq.
(ii) If Y pvq  H, then every surjective m-supervaluation covering v is a supervaluation.
In short Covmpvq  Covpvq.
Proof. i): We read off from Scholium 7.11 that ϕvpaq  vpaq PM for any a P Y pvq. Since ϕv
dominates ϕ, also ϕpaq  vpaq PM .
ii): If Y pvq  H, it follows from Scholium 7.11 that ϕ0v  ϕv. Thus rϕ
0
vs P Covpvq. If ϕ is
any m-supervaluation covering v, then ϕ0v ¥ ϕ, hence rϕs P Covpvq by Proposition 7.6. 
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In particular Y pvq is empty if v is a valuation, since this means that the bipotent semir-
ing M is cancellative. Then we fall back on the explicit description of the initial cover ϕv in
[IKR1] which in present notation says that ϕv  ϕ
0
v (loc. cit, Example 4.5).
In large parts of [IKR1] and whole [IKR2, §2], where we studied coverings of valuations,
it was important that we have tangible supervaluations at our disposal. There remains
the difficult task to develop a similar theory for coverings of m-valuations, which are not
valuations. We leave this to the future. But we mention that there exist many natural and
beautiful m-valuations which are not valuations, as is already clear from [HV] and [Z]. More
on this can be found in a recent paper [IKR3].
8. Lifting ghosts to tangibles
Definition 8.1. We call a supertropical monoid U unfolded, if the set T pUq0 : T pUqYt0u
is closed under multiplication.
If U is unfolded, then N : T pUq0 is a monoid under multiplication with absorbing
element 0. Further M : eU is a totally ordered monoid with absorbing element 0, and the
restriction
ρ : νU |U : N Ñ M
is a monoid homomorphism with ρ1p0q  t0u. Observing also that eU  1M  ρp1N q, we
see that the supertropical monoid U is completely determined by the triple pN,M, ρq. This
leads to a way to construct all unfolded supertropical monoids up to isomorphism.
Construction 8.2. Assume that we are given a totally ordered monoid M with absorbing
element 0M ¤ x for all x PM , i.e., a bipotent semiring M , further an (always commutative)
monoid N with absorbing element 0N , and a multiplicative map ρ : N Ñ M with ρp1Nq 
ρp1Mq, ρ
1
p0Mq  t0Nu. Then we define an unfolded supertropical monoid U as follows:
As a set U is the disjoint union of Mzt0Mu, Nzt0Nu, and a new element 0. We identify
0M  0N  0, and then write
U M YN, with M XN  t0u.
The multiplication on U is given by the rules, in obvious notation,
x  y 
$
'
'
&
'
'
%
x N y if x, y P N,
ρpxq M y if x P N, y PM,
x M ρpyq if x PM, y P N,
x M y if x, y PM.
It is easy to verify that pU,  q is a (commutative) monoid with 1U  1N and absorbing
element 0. Let e : 1M . Then eU  M and ρpxq  ex for x P M , further ex  0 iff
x  0 for any x P U , since ρ1p0q  t0u. Thus pU,  , eq ,together with the given ordering
on M  eU , is a supertropical monoid. It clearly is unfolded. We denote this supertropical
monoid U by STRpN,M, ρq.
This construction generalizes the construction of supertropical domains [IKR1] (loc. cit.
Construction 3.16). There we assumed that Nzt0u and Mzt0u are closed under multi-
plication, and that the monoid Mzt0u is cancellative, and we obtained all supertropical
predomains up to isomorphism. Dropping here just the cancellation hypothesis would give
us a class of supertropical monoids not broad enough for our work below.
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The present notation STRpN,M, ρq differs slightly from the notation STRpT ,G, vq in
[IKR1, Construction 3.16]. Regarding the ambient context this should not cause confusion.
We add a description of the transmissions between two unfolded supertropical monoids.
Proposition 8.3. Assume that U 1  STRpN 1,M 1, ρ1q and U  STRpN,M, ρq are unfolded
supertropical monoids.
(i) If λ : N 1 Ñ N is a monoid homomorphism with λp0q  0, and µ : M 1 Ñ M is a
semiring homomorphism, and if ρ1λ  µρ, then the well-defined map
STRpλ, µq : U 1  N 1 YM 1 Ñ U  N YM,
which sends x1 P N 1 to λpx1q and y1 P M 1 to µpy1q, is a tangible transmission (cf.
Definition 2.3).
(ii) In this way we obtain all tangible transmissions from U 1 to U .
Proof. (i): A straightforward check.
(ii): Obvious. 
We mention in passing, that given an m-valuation v : R Ñ M with support v1p0q  q,
the supertropical semiring U0pvq occurring in Theorem 7.4 may be viewed as an instance of
Construction 8.2, as follows.
Example 8.4. Let E denote the equivalence relation on R with equivalence classes r0sE  q
and rxsE  txu for x P Rzq. It is multiplicative, hence gives us a monoid R{E with absorbing
element r0sE  0, which we identify with the subset pRzqq Y t0u in the obvious way. The
map v : R Ñ M induces a monoid homomorphism v¯ : R{E Ñ M with values v¯pxq  vpxq
for x P Rzq, v¯p0q  0. We have v¯1p0q  t0u and
U0pvq  STRpR{E,M, v¯q.

We now look for ways to “unfold” an arbitrary supertropical monoid U . By this we roughly
mean a fiber contraction τ : rU Ñ U with rU an unfolded supertropical monoid and fibers
τ1pxq, x P U as small as possible. More precisely we decree
Definition 8.5. Let M : eU , and let N be a submonoid of pU,  q which contains the
set T pUq0. An unfolding of U along N is a fiber contraction τ : rU Ñ U over M (in
particular erU M), such that
τ1pxq 
$
&
%
tx, x˜u if x PM XN,
tx˜u if x P NzM,
txu if x PMzN,
with x˜ P T pUq0. For any x P N we call x˜ the tangible lift of x (with respect to N).
Notice that this forces τpT prUq0q  N , and that moreover for any x P N the tangible
fiber x˜ is the unique element of T prUq0 with τpx˜q  x, hence T prUq0  tx˜ | x P Nu.
Thus, if τ : rU Ñ U is an unfolding along N , then the map x˜ ÞÑ x from T prUq0 to N
obtained from τ by restriction is a monoid isomorphism, and τ itself is an ideal compression
with ghost kernel pM XNq YM , where pM XNq : tx˜ | x PM XNu.
Theorem 8.6.
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(i) Given a pair pU,Nq consisting of a supertropical monoid U and a multiplicative sub-
monoid N  T pUq0, there exists an unfolding τ : rU Ñ U of U along N .
(ii) If τ 1 : rU 1 Ñ U is a second unfolding of U along N , then there exists a unique
isomorphism of supertropical monoids α : rU ˜Ñ rU 1 with τ 1  α  τ .
Proof. i) Existence: Since M is an ideal of U , the set M X N is a monoid ideal of N . We
have U  N YM , since N  T pUq0. Let ρ : N Ñ M denote the restriction of νU to N . It
is a monoid homomorphism with ρ1p0q  t0u.
Let rN denote a copy of the monoid N with copying isomorphism x ÞÑ x˜ (x P N), and let
rρ : rN ÑM denote the monoid homomorphism from rN to M corresponding to ρ : N ÑM .
Thus rρpx˜q  ρpxq  ex for x P N . Now define the unfolded supertropical monoid
rU : STRp rN,M, rρq  rN YM.
In rU we have r0U  0 and rN XM  t0u. Further T prUq0  rN and erU  eU M .
We obtain a well-defined surjective map τ : rU Ñ U by putting τpx˜q : x for x P N ,
τpyq : y for y PM . This map τ is multiplicative, as checked easily, sends 0 to 0, 1 P T prUq
to 1 P N , and restricts to the identity onM . Thus τ is a fiber contraction (cf. Definition 2.1).
The fibers of τ are as indicated in Definition 8.5; hence τ is an unfolding of U along N .
ii) Uniqueness : Let rτ : rU Ñ U and rτ 1 : rU 1 Ñ U be unfoldings of U along N with
tangible lifts x ÞÑ x˜ and x ÞÑ x˜1 respectively. Without loss of generality we assume that
rU  STRp rN,M, rρq and rU 1  STRp rN 1,M, rρ1q with tangible lifts x ÞÑ x˜ and x ÞÑ x˜1 (x P N).
Then rρpx˜q  rρ1px˜1q  ex for every x P N . The map λ : rN Ñ rN 1, given by λpx˜q  x˜1
for x P N , is a monoid isomorphism with rρ1  λ  idM rρ. Thus we have a well defined
transmission
α : STRpλ, idMq : rU Ñ rU
1
at hand (cf. Proposition 8.3). α is an isomorphism over U , i.e., an isomorphism with
τ 1  α  τ , clearly the only one. 
Notation 8.7. We call the map τ : rU Ñ U constructed in part i) of the proof of Theorem 8.6
“the” unfolding of U along N and write this map more precisely as
τU,N : rUpNq Ñ U
if necessary. But sometimes we abusively will denote any unfolding of U along N in this
way, justified by part ii) of Theorem 8.6.
Example 8.8. We consider the very special case that U  eU  M . Then N can be any
submonoid of M containing 0. Now MpNq  rN YM with rN XM  t0u, and
MpNq  STRpN,M, iq
with i : N ãÑ M the inclusion mapping. For every x P N there exists a unique tangible
element x˜ of MpNq with ex˜  x, while for x P MzN there exists no such element.
Theorem 8.9. Assume that α : U 1 Ñ U is a transmission between supertropical monoids,
and that N 1  T pU 1q0, N  T pUq0 are submonoids of U
1 and U with αpN 1q  N . Then
there exists a unique tangible transmission
rα : rαN 1,N : rU
1
pN 1q Ñ rUpNq,
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called the tangible unfolding of α along N 1 and N , such that the diagram
rU 1pN 1q
τU 1,N1

rα //
rUpNq
τU,N

U 1 α
// U
commutes.
Proof. Let M 1 : eU 1, M : eU , and let ρ1 : N 1 Ñ M , ρ : N Ñ M denote the monoid
homomorphism obtained from νU 1 and νU by restriction to N
1 and N . Then
rU 1pN 1q  STRpN 1,M 1, ρ1q, rUpNq  STRpN,M, ρq.
The map α restricts to monoid homomorphisms λ : N 1 Ñ N and γ :M 1 ÑM with λp0q  0,
γp0q  0, and γ order preserving. Now γ  νU 1  νU  α, hence γρ
1
 ρλ. Thus we have the
tangible transmission
rα : STRpλ, γq : rU 1pN 1q Ñ rUpNq
at hand. Clearly τU,N  rα  α  τU 1,N 1. Since any tangible transmission from rU
1
pN 1q to rUpNq
maps rN 1 to rN and M 1 to M , it is evident that rα is the only such map. 
Corollary 8.10. Assume that α : U 1 Ñ U is a transmission between supertropical monoids
which is tangibly surjective, i.e., T pUq  αpT pU 1qq. Assume further that U 1 is unfolded. Let
N : αpT pU 1q0q, which is a submonoid of U containing T pUq0.
(i) There exists a unique tangible transmission
rα : U 1 Ñ rUpNq,
called the tangible lift of α, such that τU,N  rα  α.
(ii) If x1 P U 1, then
rαpx1q 
#
αpx1q if x1 P T pU 1q0,
αpx1q if x1 P eU 1.
Proof. (i): applying Theorem 8.9 with N 1 : T pU 1q0, and observe that rU
1
pN 1q  U 1, since U 1
is unfolded.
(ii): Now obvious, since τU,Nprαpx
1
qq  αpx1q and rαpx1q P T prUq0 iff x
1
P T pU 1q0. 
We are ready to construct “tangible lifts” of m-supervaluations.
Theorem 8.11. Assume that ϕ : RÑ U is an m-supervaluation which is tangibly surjective,
i.e., T pUq  ϕpRq {e.g. ϕ is surjective; U  ϕpRq Y eϕpRq}. Let N : ϕpRq, which is a
submonoid of U containing T pUq.
(i) The map
rϕ : RÑ rUpNq, a ÞÑϕpaq,
with ϕpaq denoting the tangible lift of ϕpaq w.r.t. N , is a tangible m-supervaluation
of ϕ, called the tangible lift of ϕ.
(ii) If ϕ1 : RÑ U 1 is a tangible m-supervaluation dominating ϕ, then ϕ1 dominates rϕ.
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Proof. (i): rϕ is multiplicative, rϕp0q  0, rϕp1q  1, and erϕ  eϕ is an m-valuation. Thus rϕ
is an m-supervaluation. By construction rϕ is tangible.
(ii): We may assume that the m-supervaluation ϕ1 : R Ñ U 1 is surjective, and hence
ϕ1pRq  T 1pUq0. Since ϕ
1 is tangible, this forces ϕ1pRq  T 1pUq0. Thus T
1
pUq0 is a
submonoid of U 1, i.e., U 1 is unfolded. Since ϕ1 dominates ϕ, there exists a transmission
α : U 1 Ñ U with ϕ  α  ϕ1. We have
αpT 1pUq0q  αpϕ
1
pRqq  ϕpRq  N.
Thus we have the tangible lift
rα : U 1 Ñ rUpNq
of α at hand. For any a P R,
rαpϕ1paqq  rαpϕ1paqqs ϕpaq  rϕpaq.
Thus rϕ  rα  ϕ1, which proves that ϕ1 dominates rϕ. 
Addendum 8.12. As the proof has shown, if the m-valuation ϕ1 is surjective, then U 1 is
unfolded, and the transmission
α
rϕ,ϕ1 : U
1
Ñ
rUpNq
(cf. [IKR1, Definition 5.3]) is the tangible lift of αϕ,ϕ1 : U
1
Ñ U .
Corollary 8.13. If ϕ, ψ are m-supervaluations covering v and ϕ ¤ ψ, then rϕ ¤ rψ.
Proof. We have ϕ ¤ ψ ¤ rψ. It follows by Theorem 8.11.ii that rϕ ¤ rψ. 
9. The partial tangible lifts of an m-supervaluation
In all the following v : R Ñ M is a fixed m-valuation and ϕ : R Ñ U is a tangible
surjective m-supervaluation covering v. (Most often v and ϕ will both be surjective.) In §8
we introduced the tangible lift rϕ : RÑ rU (cf. Theorem 7.10). We now strive for an explicit
description of the m-supervaluations ψ covering v with ϕ ¤ ψ ¤ rϕ.
We warm up with two general observations.
Definition 9.1. If ψ : RÑ V is an m-supervaluation covering v : RÑM , we call
Gpψq : ψpRq XM  tψpaq | a P R, ψpaq  vpaqu
the ghost value set of ψ. {Notice that eV M .}
Lemma 9.2. Let ψ1, ψ2 be m-supervaluations covering v. If ψ1 ¥ ψ2, then Gpψ1q  Gpψ2q.
If ψ1  ψ2, then Gpψ1q  Gpψ2q.
Proof. Let a P R. If ψ1 ¥ ψ2, then ψ1paq P M implies that ψ2paq P M , due to condition D3
in the definition of dominance (cf. Definition 7.2). Thus, for ψ1  ψ2 we have ψ1paq PM iff
ψ2paq PM . 
Lemma 9.3. Assume that the m-valuation v : R Ñ M is surjective. Then the ghost value
set Gpψq of any m-supervaluation ψ covering v is an ideal of the semiring M .
Proof. If x P Gpψq and y PM , there exist a, b P R with ψpaq  x, eψpbq  y. It follows that
xy  eψpaqψpbq  ψpaqψpbq  ψpabq.
Thus xy P ψpRq XM  Gpψq. This proves that Gpψq M  Gpψq. Since M is bipotent,
Gpψq is also closed under addition. 
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Theorem 9.4. Assume that ϕ : R Ñ U is an m-supervaluation covering v : R Ñ M , and
that ψ1, ψ2 are m-supervaluations covering v with
ϕ ¤ ψ1 ¤ rϕ, ϕ ¤ ψ2 ¤ rϕ.
(i) ψ1 ¥ ψ2  Gpψ1q  Gpψ2q.
(ii) ψ1  ψ2  Gpψ1q  Gpψ2q.
Proof. We assume without loss of generality that ϕ is surjective. Then also the m-super-
valuations ψ1, ψ2, rϕ are surjective. By Corollary 8.13 the tangible lifts rψ1 and rψ2 are both
equivalent to rϕ.
Again without loss of generality we moreover assume that ϕ  rϕ{E : piE  rϕ with E
an MFCE-relation on rU , and also ψi  rϕ{Ei with an MFCE-relation Ei (i  1, 2). Let us
describe these relations E,E1, E2 explicitly. We have rU  rN YM , with
rN : T prUq0  rϕpRq, rN XM  t0u,
further U  N YM with
N : ϕpRq, N XM  Gpϕq,
and we have a copying isomorphism
s : N ˜Ñ rN
of monoids (new notation!), which sends each x P N to its tangible lift x˜, as explained in §8
(Definition 8.5, Proof of Theorem 8.6.i). Notice that espxq  x for x P N XM  Gpϕq.
The relation E has the 2-point equivalence classes tx, spxqu with x running through Gpϕq,
while all other E-equivalence classes are one-point sets. Analogously, Ei has the 2-point set
equivalence classes tx, spxqu with x running through Gpψiq  Gpϕq, while again all other
E-equivalence classes are one-point sets. Thus it is obvious that4 E1  E2 iff Gpψ1q  Gpψ2q.
But E1  E2 means that ψ1 ¥ ψ2. This gives claim (i), and claim (ii) follows. 
Definition 9.5. We call the monoid isomorphism
s : ϕpRq Ñ T prUq0  rϕpRq,
i.e., the copying isomorphism s : N ˜Ñ rN occurring in the proof of Theorem 9.4, the tangible
lifting map for ϕ.
Notice that for x P ϕpRq, y P T prUq0 we have spxqy  spxyq.
We assume henceforth that the m-valuation v : RÑM is surjective, and that ϕ : RÑ U
is a surjective m-supervaluation with eϕ  v. The question arises whether every ideal a ofM
with a  Gpϕq occurs as the ghost value set Gpψq of some m-supervaluation ψ covering v
with ϕ ¤ ψ ¤ rϕ. This is indeed true.
Construction 9.6. We employ the tangible lifting map s : ϕpRq Ñ rϕpRq  T prUq0 defined
above. Assume that a is an ideal of M contained in Gpϕq. We have
spaq  rU  spaq YM,
4As in [IKR1] we view an equivalence relation on a set X as a subset of X X in the usual way.
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since spxqy  spxyq P spaq for x P a and y P T pUq. We conclude that spaq YM is an ideal
of U . Let
Ea : EprU, spaqq  EprU, spaq YMq
and rUa : rU{Ea. We regard rUa as a subset of rU , as indicated in Convention 3.3.a. The map
piEa : rU ։ rUa is the ideal compression with ghost kernel spaq YM , and
rϕa : rϕ{Ea  piEa  rϕ : R Ñ rUa
is an m-supervaluation. For any a P R
rϕapaq 
"
ϕpaq  vpaq if ϕpaq P a,
rϕpaq else .
Clearly ϕ ¤ rϕa ¤ rϕ and Gprϕaq  a. We call rϕa the tangible lift of ϕ outside a, and we
call any such map rϕa a partial tangible lift of ϕ.
Let rϕ, rϕs denote the “interval” of the poset Covmpvq containing all classes rψs with
ϕ ¤ ψ ¤ rϕ, and let r0, Gpϕqs be the set of ideals a of M with a  Gpϕq, ordered by
inclusion. By the Lemmas 9.2 and 9.3 we have a well defined order preserving map
rϕ, rϕs Ñ r0, Gpϕqs,
which sends each class rψs P rϕ, rϕs to the ideal Gpψq. By Theorem 9.4 this map is injective,
and by Construction 9.6 we know that it is also surjective. Thus we we have proved
Theorem 9.7. The map
rϕ, rϕs Ñ r0, Gpϕqs, rψs ÞÑ Gpψq,
is a well defined order preserving bijection. The inverse of this map sends an ideal a  Gpϕq
to the class rrϕas of the tangible lift of ϕ outside a.
The poset Covmpvq is a complete lattice (cf. Corollary 7.5). The poset IpMq consisting of
the ideals ofM and ordered by inclusion, is a complete lattice as well. Indeed, the infimum of
a family pai | i P Iq in IpMq is the ideal

i ai, while the supremum is the ideal
°
i ai 

i ai.
{Recall once more that every subset ofM is closed under addition.} The intervals rϕ, rϕs and
r0, Gpϕqs are again complete lattices, and thus the map rϕ, rϕs Ñ r0, Gpϕqs in Theorem 9.7
is an anti-isomorphism of complete lattices. This implies the following
Corollary 9.8. Assume that pψi | i P Iq is a family of supervaluations covering v with
ϕ ¤ ψi ¤ rϕ for each i P I. Let

i ψi and

i ψi denote respectively representatives of the
classes

irψis and

irψis (as described in [IKR1, §7]). Then
G

ª
i
ψi



£
i
Gpψiq, G

©
i
ψi



¤
i
Gpψiq.
We switch to the case where ϕ : R Ñ U is a supervaluation, i.e., the supertropical
monoid U is a semiring. We want to characterize the partial tangible lifts ψ of ϕ which are
again supervaluations; in other terms, we want to determine the subset rϕ, rϕs X Covpvq of
the interval rϕ, rϕs of Covmpvq.
The set Y pvq introduced near the end of §7 will play a decisive role. It consists of the
products ab P R of elements a, b P R for which there exists some a1 P R with
vpa1q   vpaq, vpa1bq  vpabq  0.
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Henceforth we call these products ab the v-NC-products (in R). Let further
q1 : qY Y pvq
with q the support of v, q  v1p0q. As observed in §7, q1 is an ideal of the monoid pR,  q,
while q is an ideal of the semiring R.
Example 9.9. Let R be a supertropical semiring and γ : eRÑM a semiring homomorphism
to a bipotent semiring M . Then
v : γ  νR : R Ñ M
is a strict m-valuation. The v-NC-products are the products yz with y, z P U such that there
exists some y1 P R with
γpey1q   γpeyq, γpey1zq  γpeyzq.
Thus Y pvq is the ideal D0pR, γq of the supertropical semiring R introduced in Definition 4.8.
Proposition 9.10. If ϕ is a supervaluation then ϕpq1q is contained in the ghost value
set Gpϕq.
Proof. We have seen in §7 that ϕpY pvqq  M . Since ϕpqq  t0u, this implies that ϕpq1q 
M X ϕpRq  Gpϕq. 
Remark 9.11. Here is a more direct argument that ϕpY pvqq  M , than given in the proof
of Theorem 7.12.i. If x P Y pvq, then we have a1, a, b P R with x  ab, vpa1q   vpaq, vpa1bq 
vpabq  0. Clearly ϕpxq  ϕpaqϕpbq is an NC-product in the supertropical semiring U (recall
Definition 4.2), and thus ϕpxq is ghost, as observed already in Theorem 1.2.
Lemma 9.12. Assume that ϕ : RÑ U is a surjective tangible m-supervaluation covering v.
Then ϕpRzqq  T pUq, vpRq M , and ϕpY pvqq  SpUq.5
Proof. a) We have U  ϕpRqYvpRq, ϕpRzqq  T pUq, and vpRq M . Since U  T pUq 9YM ,
this forces ϕpRzqq  T pUq and vpRq M.
b) Let c P Y pvq. There exist a, b, a1 P R with c  ab, vpa1q   vpaq, vpa1bq  vpabq  0. It
follows that ϕpcq  xy  0 with x : ϕpaq, y : ϕpbq, vpa1q   ex, vpa1qy  exy. Thus ϕpcq is
an NC-product in U . Moreover ϕpcq is tangible, hence ϕpcq P SpUq. Thus ϕpY pvqq  SpUq.
c) Let x P SpUq be given. Then x  yz P T pUq with y, z P U and y1   ey, y1z  eyz  0
for some y1 P M . Clearly y, z P T pUq. We choose a, b, a1 P R with ϕpaq  y, ϕpbq  z,
vpa1q  y1. Then ey  vpaq, ez  vpbq, and it follows that vpa1q   vpaq, vpa1bq  vpabq  0.
Thus ab P Y pvq and x  ϕpabq. This proves that SpUq  ϕpY pvqq. 
Theorem 9.13. Assume that ϕ : R Ñ U is a supervaluation, i.e., U is a semiring. Let qϕ
denote the tangible lift of ϕ outside the ideal vpq1q  t0u Y vpY pvqq of M ,
qϕ : prϕqvpq1q : R Ñ qU : rU{Evpq1q
(cf. Construction 9.6).
(i) qϕ is again a supervaluation. More precisely, qϕ coincides with the supervaluation prϕq^
associated to the tangible lift rϕ : RÑ rU of ϕ (cf. Definition 7.7).
5Recall that SpUq denotes the set of tangible NC-products in U (Definition 4.2).
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(ii) If ψ is an m-supervaluation covering v with ϕ ¤ ψ ¤ rϕ, then ψ is a supervaluation
iff ψ ¤ qϕ. Thus
rϕ, rϕs X Covpvq  rϕ, qϕs.
Proof. (i): prϕq^ is the map rϕ{EprU, SprUqq  pi
EprU,SprUq
 rϕ from R to qU : rU{EprU, SprUq. By
Lemma 9.12, applied to ϕ, we have
SprUq Y t0u  rϕpq1q  sϕpq1q
with s : ϕpRq Ñ T prUq0 denoting the tangible lifting map for ϕ. Moreover ϕpq
1
q  vpq1q by
Proposition 9.10. Thus qU  rU{Evpq1q and prϕq
^
 rϕ{Evpq1q  qϕ.
(ii): If ψ is a supervaluation, then we know by Proposition 9.10 that Gpψq  vpq1q  Gpqϕq,
and hence by Theorem 9.4 that ψ ¤ qϕ. Conversely, if ψ ¤ qϕ, then ψ is a supervaluation
since qϕ is a supervaluation (cf. Proposition 7.6). 
Definition 9.14.
(i) Given a supervaluation ϕ : RÑ U covering v we call
qϕ : prϕq^ : R Ñ qU  prUq^
the almost tangible lift of ϕ (to a supervaluation) and we call rqϕs P Covpvq the
almost tangible lift (in Covpvq) of the class rϕs P Covpvq.
(ii) If qϕ  ϕ, we say that ϕ itself is almost tangible.
Remarks 9.15.
(a) Clearly ϕ is almost tangible iff Gpϕq  vpq1q. A subtle point here is that then there
may nevertheless exist elements a P Rzq1 with ϕpaq ghost.
(b) If ϕ is any supervaluation, then qϕ is almost tangible.
(c) If v happens to be a valuation, i.e., M is cancellative, then qϕ  rϕ.
Proposition 9.16. If ψ is any almost tangible supervaluation dominating the supervalua-
tion ϕ (but not necessarily covering v), then ψ dominates qϕ.
Proof. rψ ¥ rϕ, and hence ψ  p rψq^ ¥ prϕq^  qϕ. 
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